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"JOY Of LIVING" WITH IRENE DUNNE, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. AND ALICE BRADY STARTS SUNDAY AT FULTON THEATRE

Fulton County News
Your i.arm And Home Paper - -Superior Coverage
V01.1 ME' NIX.

'STAR IN MY KITCHEN' BUILDING ACTIVITY
GLORIFIES THE HOME ON INCREASE HERE

I 1.1141S, KV., FRIDAY.

FRIDAS

sl tv 17, 1038

REV. LEO K. BISHOP TO CONtill'T SERIES
OF MEETINGS AT rine/ST/AA" ClICRCII

in a theatre!
•;
lee :militia, have seen
Is
It sounds a bit strange doesn't it? many improvements in and around
But that is what women of the Fulren. including repair of buildcommunity will be doing when The ii gs. and construction of several
News Motion
Picture
Cooking new homes. With the coming id
School comes to town on Monday, open weather many more) improvements will be made on both busiJune 6.
There will be real lessons, too, ness and residential property. Here
lessons in measuring, mitotic. and are a few of the many changes that
blending the ingredients for niany are already taking place in this
Ff.( Ip4 •,; in the preparation if such community, or for which plans are
triumphs as a lattice-top fruit pie; being made.
Stepheson'n Grocery is being rein making delicious frozen desserts
and salads; in laundering fine painted in white which gives a very
fabrics; and in planning healthful pleasing atmosphere on entering the
store.
meals for growing children.
The City Coal Co. is repainting
The camera has assembled all the
exse it information of trained home the exterior and signs on the office
economists—no( as a routine lec- building.
lure, not as a formal "highbrow"
The Male,, Theatre Co. is rebuilddemonstratain. but as a real romance ing the Strand Theatre on Lake-st.
of home-making, full of suspense There will be an entirely new enand charm, and informal thats from trance, ticket office, screen and new
one good cook to another.
projection equipment. There will
There will be remarkable close- be a marquee with a large electric
ups of each process in a series of sign in silver over the entrance. The
model, conveniently-equipped kitch- hip front will he stucco buff. T. R.
ens—real, workable kitchens. not Stewart Makin contractor from Litthe synthetic, false-front variety), tle Rock, Ark., is in change and
whet e trained home-makers will plans were drawn by Malcolm Gilplan and complete the preparation bert.
of set eral meals so the entire audiin, IS-Tote-Ern storii is proence can see the process step by gressing rapidly and will be comstep.
pleted and ready to open about
The finished dishes, which will be June 15th.
showa in full color, will look as
A. G. Baldridge is building a
thnueh they could be picked right brick veneer duplex on the corner
out et the picture and eaten on the of Fourth and Park. Each apartMany people eif this vicinity are looking forward to hearing this
spot.
ment will have five rooms with furn- dynamic., young minister who will begin a preaching mission at the First
The class won't be all work, for ace heat and all modern conveni- Christian Church next Sunday. In this series of meetings Mr. Bishop will
there is the constant play of spark- ences. It will be completed in three be ably assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Owen Walker. directors of music. Serling humor, the appeal of tender weeks.
vices every night at 7731), and everyone will be welcome.
romance, the suspense of coherBob White is planning a new home
story, on the Mayfield Highway.
ent, intelligently-directed
LaGore Is Named
Mrs. Eliza Boaz Buried
which dramatizes everyday happenButch DeMyer will build on the
Group President
Saturday At .Mayfield
ins—the human sort of things that Union City Highway in the near
really do happen.
future.
The West Kentucky Press AsMayfield, Ky.—Mrs. Eliza Watts
Binding the attractive story toPaul Turberville is building a sevsociation held its annual meeting in Boaz, wife of Dr. L. D. Boaz. of
gether is the romance of home mak- en room home in the Highlands.
Paducah yesterday, with the Pa- Harris, Tenn.. died at her home
ing, a subject that holds the interA new five room house has just
est of every woman young and old. been completed on West-st which is ducah Sun-Democrat as hosts. Dur- in Harris. Saturday afternoon, afing the business session Joe 0. La - ter several months illness. The
Even The News knows that all wo- owned by Sebra Evans.
Gore, managing editor of the Sun- body was brought to the Byrn
men-brides, business types, and exHarvey Pewitt is building an eight
housekeepers—respond room brick veneer West of Fulton. Democrat, was elected president of funeral home where funeral serperienced
the association, succeeding Harry vices were conducted Sunday afterto the fascination of looking in on
Jess Fields has a seven room
another woman when she is at work brick veneer on the Clinton high- Lee Waterfield. of Clinton. Roy noon at 3:30 o'clock with Dr. D. M
Slumlord. Morganfield. was elected Ausmus. pastor of the First Presin the kitchen.
way.
vice-president, and Murray Rogers. byterian church. and Rev. F. B.
Particularly do they like it when
The City of Fulton is repairing
they are allowed to sit quietly and the White Way lights all over the Paducah, was re-elected secretary- Jones. presiding elder of the Methwatch her prepare some dish in business district. Fifty-five lights treasurer. Appointed to serve on odist Paducah district, in chasge.
I the executive committee were J.
which she specializes. They know are being repaired and pa
Burial took place at Maplewood
!L. Bradley. Providence and J. T. cemetery. The nall ter:rem were
that if they watch her prepare eilITIP They ceie
L2c1 to a net:
Hickman.
Howard.
They
specializes.
dish in which she
Gus P. Greene. Ed B. Ligon, AlEach
Diesel engine Wednesday.
On the program were G. M. bert Graf. Walter Gardner, Estelle
know that if they watch closely, lamp has four times more lightformer
Eddyville.
and
and
Pedley.
mixes
while she measures and
Moreheal and Ed L. Johnston.
ing than the old globes. The lights
completes the entire cooking opera extend from the red light on Lake- president of the WKPA, who spoke
Mrs. Boaz, the daughter of the
as
a
"Gilbertsville
Dam
bon, this close-up personal study st to the American Legion Cabin, on the
late N. B and Rebecca Pricthard
Wester.
Advertising
of
will be more helpful than hours of from the railroad on Walnut. down Medium
Watts was born and reared in
ready recipes or blind experiment- Mulberry. the length of Main-st and Kentucky."
Graves county and was educated
aturged
to
The editors were
ing
on Church-st down to the State
in the May-field schools. She had
tend the annual meeting of the led a very busy life, teaching in
The motion picture camera was Line.
MamKentucky Press Association at
leisurely, completely unhurried and
the old Farmington Institute End
moth Cave. June 9-11.
painstaking accurate in recording
was then engaged in the millinery'
HINKLEY
WILLIAM
JOHN
"Star in My Kitchen" There is no
business in Mayfield
60,
Binkley,
passed
William
John
trickery in the cooking, baking, and
In 1904, she was married to Dr
home from a Fulton County Man
preparation of appetizing ice-lox away suddenly at his
L D. Boaz of Harris, Tenn., and
at
2
morning
attack.
Sunday
heart
Shade
Sylvan
Near
Dies
%venders. Competent cooks who
had resided there since, taking an
services were held
hove drifted into bad habits will be o'clock Funeral
active part in the church and comof
the
Church
morning
at
Tuesday
aged
72.
died
last
L.
Corum,
Mark
able to check their own mistakes
member of
Elder J. J. Reynolds. Friday at 5.00 o'clock at his home munity life. She was a
by studying the systematic routine Christ by
the First Presbyterian church of
Cemetery.
Enon
in
the
Burial
was
community
of
FulShade
in Sylvan
revealed in thoese close-una
Mr. Hinkley is survived by his ton county. Mr. Corum who had Mayfield.
-They make cooking and houseSurviving Mrs Boaz besides her
one
son.
Binkley.
Mrs.
Pearl
widow,
been ill for more than a year, bework seem so easy." the audience
husband are three sisters. Mrs. H
mother.
Mn.
his
also
Clay,
James
night
and
came worse last Thursday
will say atter watching the expertsisters, Mrs. continued to sink until his death on G. Radford and Mrs Nora Horneneed home-makers in "Star in My 14 C. Binkley. three
ing. both of Mayneld, and Mrs.
Term.,
Dukedom,
Foy.
of
Charles
Friday. Funeral services were conKitchen" instruct the eager. young
B. Wren, Webb of Whitewright.
Liberal.
of
Hackett.
Sterne
Mrs.
at
the
ducted Sunday afternoon
Dedee Abot And cooking will beTex. A brother, John Watts, died
McAlister,
Arnie
Mrs.
and
Beulah Baptist church by Rev. G
come easy for every woman who at- Kansas,
and a sister-in- T Mayo, with interment following a few years ago.
tends the Motion Picture Cooking of Tampa. Florida.
••
!:1w Miss Funise Me.klIstee who is _
JC.110t,i, V.[tele lga.e Masons vo.11
Mr
home
Mr. Corum was b or, and reared TIERCE WOMAN DIES
simple yet remarkably effective. living at the Binkley
of three broth- in °Non county. He moved to
DT SUICIDE FRIDAY
It sounds like a real re-union for Binkley is the last
having passed Fulton county about 30 years ago
women of the community, even to ers The other two
Chester Binkley. where he had continued to live and
Mrs. Clara Cashon, 25. commitThe News, which is getting a steady away in the past.
Hinkley engage in farming lie Nra, a mem- ted suicide last Friday at her home
stream of congratulations on book- died in 1936 and "Pete"
ago.
ber of Poplar Grove Baptist church in District 16 near Pierce using a
trig this profitable cooking schooL died six months
Mr. Binkley was born in Weak. He first married Miss Ida Funell shotgun as the death weapon Mrs
In addition to the daily recipe
moved with and one child, Mrs Gaither McMul- Cashon. who had been a partial ins.hrets. a generous store of gifts are ley. County. Tenn. He
when he len of State Line, survives this valid is believoil to have taken her
destined to be carried back to many his parents to Kentucky
He was a faith- union.
He later married Miss life in despondency. She had rea home from the Fulton Theatre. was a small boy.
Christ. Nancy Elizabeth Rice and she and cently broken an engagement to be
Don't villas the 1938-motel school ful member of the Church of
who knew the following children survive:
married. ac'c'ording to her mother
slatting Monday. June 6 in the He was well loved by all
him.
Paul of Hickman, Talmadge of Mrs. Myrtle Babb.
Fulton Theatre.
About 5.45 Mrs. Babb went to
Akron. 0.. Harold of Stanton. Ky..
Henry of near Hickman. Mark, Jr.. milk, and when she returned to the
WENDELL EL HUMPIIREV
Dotty Shop Features
.
, Embry. of house. Mrs Cashon was dead, the
Mrs. of Hickman, Mrs. Won
New Summer Styles 10 months old son of Mr. andmornHickman, Mrs. Jewel Prince and shotgun lying by her side. TI
Paul Humphrey died Friday
-Mrs Bruce Bacy, both of Union deceased leaves her small son and
Outstanding new summer styles ing at their home near Clinton. Ky.
Funeral services were
grandchildren mother.
Satur- City; and a number of
held
were
Shop,
services
Funeral
Dotty
the
at
Matured
sre
Cass conducted Saturday afternoon at
Hill He also leaves three brothers.
Chapel
the
at
afternoon
adday
an
in
states
Sanotsky.
Leonard
of Mason Hall, Sam of Beulah COM - Chapel Hill where interment folvertisement this week appearing Church conducted by Rev. J. J. rnumty: and Henry of Woodland lowed.
Hill
Chapel
burial
in
with
Owen
edition.
this
of
page
on the hack
Funeral
Hornbeak
Feminine shoppers of this territory Cemetery.
Another fellow who has a hard
will find many attractive values Company was in charge.
, time bsillsling up his hat ct personAnnther rea=ts why we hove o.
Besides the pativlitS and two small
at this ladies exclusive reedy-toalways
divorces is couples
al friends is the one who thinks
The season's newest brothers. Mr. and Mrs. C L Hum- many
wear stone
grandparents, sur- take each other for better or for that a perpetual grouch makes him
style trends are always shown at phrey of ninon,
worse instead of just medium
look dignified
popular prices. Mr. Sanofsky said- vive_

N UMBER EIGHTEEN

BASEBALL GAMES 'SERMON OUTLINE BY
BY FULTON EAGLES REV. J. S. ROBINSON
The }Scales tied their game Saturday with flopkinaville I-1 in a 12
inning battle. The Eagles scored
their run in the first inning and held
the Hoppers anti] tl e ninth. Batteries were: Hopkinsville—Polinsky
arid Smith; Fulton—Pearson and
Clonts.

By Rev. J. S. Robinson, pastor
First Presbyterian Church.
"And whatsoever ye shall ask tit
my name, that will I do, that the
Father may be glorified in the Son.
It ye shall ask anything in my
name. I will do it." John 1413,14.
We have in these verses the matchless privilege of prayer. If come
Sunday in the second game after great person, rich and powerful,
five innings the teams were rained siiould idler us anything we might
out with the game going to Hop- ask, we would consider it a wonderko,oille with a 3-1 lead. Batteries ful, unspeakable blessing. Well, that
Wel 1' Hopkinsville- -Hass and Smith; is exactly what Jesus offers in the
I. noon -Roberson and Clonts.
text. Jesus had a lot to say about
prayer, but perhaps there is nothAfter the rained out game on ing mere startling than this.
Here as, first, the great privilege,
Monday. Tuesday the Eagles met
Lexington for the first game of the "Ask."
Previously
he
said,
series, which the Bees won 6-0. Wen- "Ask, and it shall be given you;
fling was the starting pitcher and Sc',,', and ye shall find; knock, and it
was hit hard with 6 hits, Pickel re- shall be opened unto you. For
lieved him in the second inning and every one that asketh receivetri; and
was also hit hard allowing 8 hits.
I lie that seeketh firideth; and to him
Battries were: Lexington—Lam- ; tnat knocketh it shall be opened,"
burl and Stuka: Fulton—Wenning.' Mt. 7.7,8. "It is the law of the
Father's house that the children shall
Picket and Cents.
as for wino they want"
Then here is the boundless scope
LEXINGTON-FULTON
The liaiii,s flew and mighty I of the prayer, "Anything.- -whatWednesday afternoon in the second;soever." The king promised Queen
game of the Lexington series win- I Esther what ever she asked to the
ning 13-12. The Giants scored six half of the kingdom, Esther 5:3,6;
runs in the first inning and the i and Herod made the same promise
Eagles made a heavy comeback in to his step-daughter. Mt. 14:7. Solothe fifth scoring nine runs. Then i mon had gone these other kings one
in the ninth inning Lexington tied better and promised the Queen of
the score on an overthrow at first , Sheba whatever she might ask, 1
but due to Padgett's walk and a : Kgs. 10:13; but Solomon had only
single by Ulisney the Eagles came, material blessings to offer. How inthrough. Batteries were: Lexington ; finitely greater is the promise of
Kubicki,
Hutson.
Javery
and the Saviour when he offers "anyStunka; Fulton. Joyner, Chartrand thing,- both of material and spiritual blessing! Who can fathom or
Pearson and Clonts.
In the night game the Giants won express this boundless privilege of
7-3. Pearson started on the mound
for the Eagles but gave way to I prayer.
Then there is the warrent for
Johnnie Long in the seventh. Pape prayer. 'his name" When we ask
gave up eight hits but held the; in our own names we get no mose
Eagles scoring. Batteries: Lexing- than we are worth, and when we
ton. Pape and Strunk: Fulton. Pear- ask in the name of another we get
son. Long. Fisher and Clonts
no more than that person is worth.
A man gives me a check, and when
SCHEDULE: Friday. Fulton at the banker looks at the name of the
Paducah: Saturday Fulton at Pa- signer. he knows whether it is good,
ducah; Sunday. Union City at Ful- and to what extent, or whether it
ton: Monday, Union City at Fulton is "Cold." It all depends upon the
Listen,
(afternoon); Monday night, Fulton character of the signer.
at Union City; Tuesday. Mayfield friends, when we ask the Father for
at Fulton; Wednesday. Mayfield at naything in the name of the Lord
at , Jesus Christ. we are asking in the
Fulton; Thursday, .Mayheld
name that .Ls above every other
Fulton.
name, and should expect the answer
to be wonderful.
The batting averages of the FulThen there is the glorious promton Eagles up to and including Sunise. "I will do it, and this statedays games is as !allows:
..410 ment is made twice en the taw
Batts
. .340 words of the text. as if he wanted
Ulisney
Clonts
.
. —290 his people to be in no doubt about
...280 the matter. Friends may promise
Brandon
.260 us something and may prove unZanter
-2.50 faithful. but Christ abides faithful.
Bodner
Our friends may be powerless. but
..........
Cooper
. ...200 he is the One to whom is commitPadgett
Gregory
.....134
(Continued on Page 2
110
Dauphin . The Fulton pitchers record released Saturday by the Howe News
Bureau of Chicago including last W. I. King Ruya
Tuesday. May 17. are.
Walker Cleaners
G W L ip H R
Wenning
. 3 2 010 1 3
W. I. King has purchased the
2 1 0 7 7 7 Walkers Cleaners plant on CaenFisher
2 0 2 17 18 15 mercial-av from Charles Walkes,
Pearson
1 0 1 1 3 4 the deal being eensumated hese het
Siderski
week. Mr. King comes here from
Clinton, Ky.. where he operated the
Fry Shoe Store Offers
Peerless Clean, rs until he s,sld the
Altraclice Pritta h Sat loans receoeis.
Mr. King has moved his family te
in this issue of The News many Fulton to make his home. He has
attractive low prices on footwear several years experience in the
are featured in an advertisement cleaning business, including Ski
announcing a sale of new summer years with Krauss & Company at
footwear for every member of the Memphis. He is making improvefamily This sale offers shoppers of ments at the local plant, and exthis territory an opportunity to save pects to render prompt. efficient
on the newest styles in seasonal service to his patrons
merchandise states William Scott
managed of Fulton oldest estbalishJOHN N. COOKE
ed exclusive shoe store.
John N. Cooke. died Saturday
Mr. Scott has taken the management of the Fry Sh....• Store, as Roy at his home in Tiptonville. Tenn.
Cummings has accepted a position Funeral services were conducted'
as manager of the Watkins Dry Sunday from V. Tiptonville MsthodGOOdS Company at Paducah. Ky. ist church by Rev. Slayton Evsns.
Mr. Cummings is well known here Interment followed in the cemetery
and friends regret his leaving but there.
the change meant an advancement.
Mr. Cooke was well known in
Mr. Scott has been connected with Fulton. having married Miss Rile
time
as
the Fry Shoe Store for some
Bellew. sister of Mrs A. J. Tunny,
assistant manager. and is an efficient now of Huntingdon. Tenn Followining her death he married Miss Jo
and courteous young man. He
an,d,
whc. sur.-tvcs.
sites the people of this territtiry
to visit the store and features Mrs. R. M. Bellew and Mrs A. ,1
many outstanding values at attrac- Turney attended the funeral se,-v.
tive. low prices.
101111,

.
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And the Bananas Go'Round and'Round!

lad all authority aiid power in lies'
J B. Williams
On and on earth. There is no doubt
Sheep and Wool Price Off
about either his willingness or his
With the prices of lamb and wool
ability to perform the promise he
lower than last year and 15 per
makes.
cent more lambs being prepared
Then filially there is the iibect,
for market than in 1937, E. A.
hat the Father may be glorified."
Johnson of the department of mar"Mervin is my Father glorified," he
kets and rural finance at the colSaid, "that ye bear much fruit; so
lege of agriculture states that as
eliall ye be my disciples." John 15.8.
soon as lambs reach 70 to HO lbs.
Paul said. "Whether therefore Ye
' they shuold be moved to market.
eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do,
I The season is so much earlier in
do all to the glory of God." I Cor
I all lamb producing sections that
10:31. "Man's chief end is to gloriunless the local lambs are marketfy God, and to enjoy him forever."
ed early they may be sold at the
There are many worthy things to
same time as lambs from the
do in life—to I've honestly, to build
Western states are ready to go to
• noble character, to win souls for
market. Mr. Johnson also states
Cltron—but the greatest and chief
that the wool situation is just opobject of existence is to glorify God.
posite from one year ago in that
The Rev. John McNeil says that a
the woolen mills have used less,
ehurch of which he was once pastor ;
8•
wand out the gasmen and maim • masterpiece of Wel The
than half as much wool for the .
was deeply in debt, and he prayed!
brew. Moots pletered hove is • Sees dish affair
five months as is normally ,
te All tin
past
family weevers Se ••••••••Mh. Read hew t• mike it,guaranteed
vary earnestly about it. One day a l
Wow!
used and many farmers are holdstranger called on him and said,
tialtArusA
RAPIENT4111--frult of milk slowly. stirring until
ing their wool or selling through
"Mr. McNeil, I understand that you
01 tb, wise man—ls what botan !is smooth Stir Into hot milkmixture
Cook
the wool pools, whedt enables
6111 named the banana
have a debt on your church that!
Alexander ! until thickened. stirring tonstantly
them to get an advance and also
the Oreat Is supposed to have been (*over and let cook for about
you are anxious to pay. I have
thrte
one of the first to sing the prahrm 1111111113.3133 Stir• little of the hot
be genefited by any increase in
milk
heard a great deal about your work
of the banana Wise men, ever since, I mixture Into the I Mr yolk,
price that might come later in the
and add
have been choosing bananas—be. this to the hot mixture
and I want to help." Then laying
Cook
season.
cause they look good, taste good initiate longer Add butter one
• I lank check on his desk he said,
and
do you good and are always avail- I flavoring Allow mixture
Richard C. Miller, Sheep Spec- ,
cool Ell!
"Fill in the amount you require and '
able at budget balancing prices the I Vie shell with alternatetolavers
lalist at the College of Agriculture
of
1 n ill return later and sign it," and
year 'round
!sliced bananas and Crulett flung
ieports that there is an increased
he was gone. As he sat looking at
Now It's
that bananas make 1 Top with whipped cream or meinterest in sheep throughout Ken
still better Not contest with grac ringue Slakes one 9inch pie
the check he said, 'That man does
lucky.
ing almost every dish on the menu
not know that we owe many thousMeringue
from the breakfast cereal to din ; y lute
Five "Ewe Fairs" have been ar0. 5 s05111 3 55i5I St
and, of dollars: he would never
nor', frozen dessert, bananas have I
egg chit.
ranged in the state to show farmeLsorinsue
,that much. He told me to make
giN
found themselves at home in ulnas
Seat egg whites until stiff it. it
ers who are interested in sheep.
saudwiches cakes. desserts. milk add sugar gradually
it out for the full amount, but I will
svh,h.
different type of Ereeding ewe,
shakes breads--end oven in meat Itig it.
Add
just put down half. I am afraid he
1.
33, ;.,
loaves and served cooked. as a flavoringbeat
and the lambs that they have proSpread ov., T,..,. pi••
will not sign even that much." Afveget•Itle.
anti bilk, ii, 1110.1.•risli• .3yr II I :3131
different
with
mated
where
duced
I
ter awhile the stranger returned.
for 10 to 15 Illill'10•33 or
Crean. Pie
▪
WI!!!
breeds of purr bred rams.
and with scarcely a glance at the
inertnitUe
ht.•ar•
1.•
cups
atilt
I
fr•inch
western
KenThe meeting for
515 shell
Covero one Winch pi,
‘11 Cup sugar
check, signed it, and left without
,balted pastry
tucky will be held at Bardwell on
3. Wasp salt
corn hate oi
13
Chocolate Cream P.e
another word. The minister lookI
tbsps
flour
graham
cracker.
3
June 24th.
To make the los, tate
3 US 1444
4 bananas
ed at the signature, and it was that
I tbsp butter
I
shown
In Illutorratlett. use your r,
create or
BEEF CATTLE
34 teup salons es. 44/t3PIthil
of a well known philanthropist. And
meringue
vorite pastry to line a deep di.
lfbell or ta Wasp Worn ettrut
It is still impossible to determine
when he realized that the stranger
rill with a layer of silted banana &aid one cup of the milk ovtr ; potir
hocolate filling and a t•
meant what he said, and could easily the corn allotments but just as soon
hot water Mix together the sugar nish
with banana slices and strtill'IP-1
salt and Sour Add
have paid the whole debt, he ex- as the allotted acreages are apcup of cold ! cream as shown
claimed. "0 man of little faith, I proved the figures will be mailed
to all producers.
will never doubt again!"
CORN
Whateve. our needs we are inbe done %ail his straight rig)
Louis-Schmeling
Whaland Rhodes, Reef Cattle
vited to come in his name and ask
Mind
Specialist, will be in Fulton counlargely that our joys may be full.
Now let's take a look at t:
By BOBBY N1A'rTHEWS
ty for a meeting with all of the
Joe Louis and Max Schmeling. brown champion. He's about
FULTON HOSPITAL 4-H Club boys who are feeding champion and ex-champion respect- years younger than Sc'nmeling;
beef calves. After Mr. Rhodes talks ively, meet in New York June
25. been wrecking faces for eight yea:
Charlie Oliver is reported much to the boys about feeding and fin- for the world's heavy-weight cham- five as an amateur, and three as
ishing their calves a tour will be pionship.
pridessional. He has been we:
Improved.
Mr. Bondurant was admitted to made to show the boys what some
No heavy weight has ever come schooled in ring fundamentals. It'
• hospital Friday for an appen- of the other members with their back to win the championship after blocks punches with his forearn
calves are doing, Meeting will be having lost
dix operation.
it. Max. the cool, hard- and gloves nicely; shifting and sl.;
B. Ned is receiving treat- , held at 9:30 at the county agent's hitting German, seeks to prove that ping his head slightly to the rig..
meat for injuries received in an office in Hickman.
he can break the jinx. If he does or left to avoid head punches.
aceident.
he'll be doing something Fitzsim- is a very clever boxer. He shoc.John James is improving after WEARLET COUNTY
mons, Corbett. Jeffries and Demp- straight or hooks his punches—etti
er hand with shattering force, a.
treatment.
DEMOCRATS MEET !ye couldn't do.
Mrs. Conners is resting nicely.
Who'll win7 Can the murderous with plenty of speed. His left 1 •
Burns Earl Todd was admitted to
The Democrats of Weakley Coun- hitting negro stop the only capable used considerably as a
punch, is his most damaging
the hospital Wednesday for an ty met at Dresden. Tenn.. Saturday; rival he has, or will Maxie
repeat
operation.
afternoon to elect officers for the his surprise victory of two years • on.
An opponent for example. stay
August Primary election. J. W. ago.
a long right hand after being annoyCARD OF THANKS
Thomas was re-elected chairman of
Let's take a look at their war
, ed and angered with Louis' lett
the Weakley County Executive Corn- equipment: Schmeling has seen
17 I jab swings—then Louis shoots his
We wish to extend our apprecai- mOtee. D L. Harper, Martin. and
years of ring service: is somewhat
short hook, beating him t).
ton to friends and relatives for J. L Holbrook. Dresden, were electof a sharpshooter. having the greatpunch. The power of the punt...
their deeds of kindness and sym- ed secretaries.
est straight right the game has ever
pahty in the recent 1:Iness and
The committee to be in charge of boasted, a smart counter-punching irereased because his epponint
hurtling toward him. He jabs c. ndeath of vor husband and
C tile August Primary is composed right hand.
He shoots it after the tinually.
rarely sh. ot;ng the short
•Bonduran!.
of D. W. Harper. C C. Underw ood. other fellow has missed
his
delivheavy hooks until his ..pponent
Mrs. C. L gDndurrint
J. V. Dudley. Van Thompson, Ed ery, or beats has opponent to
the
leads first. That's where the fun
Clarice Bondurant
Jones .Will Young and W. L. Gain- punch. This is the punch that
put came in the last Loms-Schrrielir...:
Mr. and Mrs Kenre!)-. 0..ver
a momentary stop to the negroes
fight. Maxie was smart enough not
w•
ng streak.
to shoot his heavy punches. maII.s left jab and hook are fair neuvering L.
• ,• ads. 11:11:.
Nineties, but mat comparal ie I. his away fro: •!•,-•
gitt hand. Moving f:at fis t.d with
es spread Maxie lean- tack and
k4
,
71•:•
si:gialy to the right from a:! heavy
Joe's eyes never cut. Jai.
; 131)16:arches
2.5 POUNDS OF POULTRY FEED WITH
Ile parries ti- s:aps the bmn los tram. r 1•1.1 u,
v ear
left jab
'34
right kroc'aing
..
•.•
EACH 100 In B)' CHR'KS J5('R(
.N•
s.

F-R -E-E

This offer is made to the people of this vicinity
in order to get them better acquainte.1
our Quality Baby Chick,.

FULTON HATCHERY
Mrs. Don Gerling
PHONE -1,3

THE CLANCY KIDS
cc !

Thfs

ciente a
.1 June

•. Int

The only kind of good nature
worth having is the kind that holds
to you all day and still sticks to you
when aati awl 1.iane alai find that
supper isn't ready

welcoming the Fulton citizens to
that community.

'rhe first of a series of rural programs was held last Friday night by
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce
at Pilot Oak school, when 45 Fulton business men and a group of
Pilot Oak citizens gathered in friendly meeting.
• Preeednig the dinner the men en
j''veil horseshoe pitching.
Then at
7 15 an enjoyable meal Wila served.
Leen Browder. president of the
Cha to tier of
Commerce, presided
OVI3r the meeting. Joe Davis, chaii •
man of the program committee, introduced T. M. Franklin who made
;in interesting talk. Kualred W ns- i
ti
o.,1;
a response,

Two vocal numbers were rendered by Taman Adams and Mrs J.
B. Manley fo Fulton. Duke Mayfield, former state representative,
and principal of the Milburn high
school, told of the advantages ef
Fulton as a lisestoek shipping centPr. Bob Raiford added a little
spite to the program with a few
Immolow, remarks.

Sub4crlbe

toOtote.
YA LAKE To PLAY
'2ND eitg, 00 ME
HOKYDAkES!

.rte

ords

NI

IRISH POTATOES, That Good Idaho Raker, le lbs.
CARNAGE. nice, fresh. green, 10 lbs. . .
.
BEANS fresh, fine. Kentucky wonder or Snap, 2 lbs.
STOE PEAS, fresh Limas, really nice, 3 lbs.
Cl•CCNIRERS, al frosts •111(k and plenty, 2 lbs.

LE'I'TITE

,

A-

•

A
43)(3131.3
guilt

13C

Extra Nice, 2 for I3c
22e
3.3c
Etc
lore
lie
Eli-

•With Every 82.00 Spent for Groceries We Give
20 Pounds of Sugar for
S1.00
TOILET TISSUE
Brand Northern Tissue
I Rolls for 27ic
CORN
Pride of Illinois
No, 2 Can
Two for
19c
BEANS
Kentucky Cut
No. 2 Can
Tut; for
Etc
M..4RSIIMALLOWs
I-lb. Cello Wrapped
Two bags for 27c
Delalonte Midget Peas, Crushed-Sliced Pineapple, No. 2 can 17'Jc
PORK SAUSAGE
Made the Country Way
Two lbs.
26c

BACO.V ENDS

tnen
not
°eh,
Leal
talis
the
Di
smal
you
issui
time
half
If a
own.
indu
byre.

2Ic
13c
Ile
Vie

PEACHES, fresh, nice, basket, each
ORANGES, Florida Morjuice, 3 sizes, dim.
I9c, 29c and
LEMONS, fresh, sour. juicy 132s, doz.
SQUASH, yellow. crooked neok, small. tender, 3 lbs.
CORN ON TIIE
Nice Fresh, t Big Ears for
APPLE SAUCE
Regular Size Can. Two for
SALMON
Fancy Alaska
Pink
Can
RATTI.EsNAKE MEAT
Genuine Black Diamond
can

INN

1•

rip.*

Fiat for Boiling. pound 121 2c

PORK ROAST
Cut from small. Iran shoulders. lb.
Ige
BEEF ROAST Cut from Armours Star Selected Beef, lb. 19'e
LAMB LEGS
Armours Star Genuine Spring. lb.
. 27e
BREAKFAST BACON
Armours or 1i:ivy% Sliced. 2 lbs.
Ste
PICNIC HAMS
4-6 lb Aviv. Armours Star, pound
18,2e
OLEOMARGERINE
Fine for Table Use, Two lb
,
.
Vie

FRESH TOMATOES

Really Nice,2 lbs.

41111111111

17c

PRICES GOOD FRIDAY and SATURDAY

A

HUNGRY7—CALL

PICKLE'S GROCERY

•

a.

TELEPHONE 228
Free Delivery— Any Where — Any Time

•
-

Laughing

Around

the

World

With IRVIN S. COBB

Deportment Taught by Wire
By IRVIN S. COBB
"'MERE was a so-called finsncial sinsani who advertised to give lesson
II.. mail which woli.1 • natl.' patn..ris to pro-per in their speculanons.
II by any chance an investment made under his advice did go wrong
-THAT'S
Em

the cu4omer was at once to communicate with him for further galaance; Btu, ran the prorase of hi, auhli,ho!
A .ubscnber Ian n the 50.uthvse.-2 found hoThrif in difficult:0J
a.
, a result of following the daretne for playIng the grain market as
laid down by the expert. He wrote a. ietter to this effect:
"iou told me if I got into trouble I
to communicate w tvon.
and you would tell me how to act. WO:. I lone just what you said about'
buying winter wheat and I am now `,ustssi. How shall I art.
! memo
Ely wire promptly Carrif hack the answer:
At ik rana '.4.7.....--strtasion.as ti.os Natures. WO

- cRos"ael
•

Come Back at Last.

Of NELL0,

i

WELL. FOLKS IT'S PICKLE AGAIN DOWN
ON THE CORNER OF EAST STATE LINE
and CLEVELAND WITH .4 HOCSE FULL
OF THOSE GOOD THINGS TO EAT

l'ELERI

inch
trier
shic
terj.,
cent
sok
plic.
nuo)
coin
pub

PIIt
i:mmett Finley
C. Recd, Rev W..' dc.o. 1-',111.•n .?1,1
other si.eakeis itarticiital-1 n rn One
program which was enjoyed iv all
• -- -

e

CAN T Et E It/C. 1T!
CsoPPY Gerrit.' fzoo
FOR Sat tr4 • A mOuSE. GEE
teltfifeNS' tanAV COULDN'T'THE
MONEVOAtES DO WPM d JO0.

imAGINE

His eyes puff eas11y. aan.
:isn't
ad a serious cut snice it, noxis
Baer. lie can take punishment and
:5 dead game.
He is a v•
•-•,111cent fellow, planning
ri-.any months in ads- inev. What
flaw of Louis' he plans to play on is
^or known. It's
nos,-ut r. err. troy that the heavy darnace will

,Chamber Of Commerce
Met At Pilot Oak

ArrER,
BUT totaly,rimmt!

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Does America {Van'
Stale Socialism?
--Upon the outcome of the tires
tilt controversy between the utility
industry and the Federal government, private versus public owm•rship. rests the future of onside until on is. s. lit David Lawreove

Dick Merrill
Makes OceanHight history

How America
Proves Its Case
ily

In recent speeches spokesmen for the

so fat Hoc-long ii. its intphcaturrur that the Arrierlean
may want to decide at the i ormoo
contact:ram:al elections
is hetlico
public ownership iii to be a national
policy, whether coal mines, :olio
Mobile companies, railroads, depart
went shoos retail shops, and o lia:
not shall be "yam, by the Eedet al
calcipo; and thus inaugurate the
beginning of the end of private cap]
talism (individual opportunity) o.
the United States.
Don't be fooled. No matter how
small a business man you may he,
you are directly concerned in this
issue. As has been pointed out
time and again, no nation can be
half socialistic and half democrattc
If a policy of state socialism (public
ownership) is adopted toward one :
industry, it will in all likelihood
spread to all industry, big and little.
A few private electric. company
have undoubtedly been
guilty of scattered :daises of public

le)

:)f.BS('RIBE FM:—
Coalmen ial A pper
Louisville Courier-Journal
Dour ville Times
Si. !mills rust • Hi‘Dateh
St 'antis Globe Democrat

Cricaco Herald Examiner
Chicago American
Chicago Tribune

s•

JACK

checks

COLDS
sod

FEVER

first day
Liquid Tablets,
Sallie, Nose Drops Headache, 30 into.

Try "Rub-My-Thin"
World'a Best Liniment

It was

sesond round - tf

iii-ean I 1"i...wig in less than a year.
t'.1. I,, n ,ornmcnial flight 1.1,11. III,if
a
••• I it Ail..-1,/,' An
Aentatise id
:a 't.
;:aper At irhinte, he pr. urt••I
I • • ,!le,1 1.• A/T14.11(1.4 n tures if t!..• c.t1.
•
t
n
:• ••.
t., mac that Pile! ti k
'
breakta‘t if Cir. at ‘1,,• •
,
I...,:aker (hits. A.tive I.- .;-r • • I ceat reserves clrere cit.,
Qual...r • tat,, which is rteh in V.1.0:
it,
1;.;r1,1iil tar combating nets—
indiAestian and poor
.2metite

public regunoton whereas if the industry were
-aro it by the public and operated
ililic agencies, the private citi/on svould he utterly helpless in
-rek,iig recompense for injury. He
•••Oci oievitably find himself fighting a hopeless battle against entrenched bureaucracy.
Tht re can be no further buck
passing. This is not a battle against
"big business.- as many politicians
would have us believe. It is a battle over a matter of principle in
• very American is deeply
It means changing our
ernment---(The Hardin
'• tt

Ci tSIPETENT-FUNERAL AND
AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Phone 7

Our Best Baba Chicks
Leohorn. S6.20 for 100
reds or Rocks Sg.P.1 for 100
'Ica% t- Miser' S5.85 for 10o
I izlit Sliced fz1.45 for 100
Piet Paid, Live Arrival
Nothing to Pay- Till Arrival
Hatching ecos of World's Bert
Fi..litoig cameo Hem Duck.
Goose. Turkey. Poults.
I Week, n!d Pullet, and

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
et-T44,

•.
A • • t A. r
I e .,111•? 11111II in history to e .
A ,
trip nights acrgeo, I.,...-ah And lie h..1.1‘ thc ruin t f, I
tw. way yorney ever compi.,
t..er the Atlanta'
Merrill returned to America
'..r..hation flight to England in le,than
fitia 'I is-' after be had find taken off at
Bennett Vield in New York
ml, eastward trip Fad teen
•ItIl III 11 hours and 1 flimsies with a
average speed of 570 miles frf hour, an I
ins average speed for the return flight
',me was 144 miles prr hour. Ilie fdght
1 ,,Vrtril a ('tat distante
appnAtimately
nuke in le, Masi flee days

co: re cif it by intelligent

EDWARDS

66

iulwantagi
of di inueracy in conthe s.,riikel and limit:a...ma
by dictatorship.

trast to
impo•ed

trust—but, and here is the vital
point. these abuses can always be

Just Phone 753

PAUL HORNREAK

ruaty divorces htat because too
many people think that as win as
they get married they have tdi
quit making love to each other.

RAYMOND PITCAIRN
Nwioaal Chairman
Senlineir of the Republic

ilicratot states of Europe have Melteel! ed • &sire for a "doctrinal' bout
wail the democracies.
By this apparently is meant a remeltr11,9 to argue the relative merits of the
to. / contra.ting systems of lovernment
aOiculariy, it tre-niss, they would hke
to Lima. with Amer:cans.
lint Amen, u.s don't nerd to argue.
hd to t!.e ev:r!rn -e.
sa itqcerent il their own narion. of
1,..h,t the aver.'a'- •:Lon
enjoys under

ur tity leindril nit, it. laarrilde

eXeelltiVer:

!make money as easily as we make
mistakes.
Another reason why there are so

MRS. J. C. YATES.
Lady Assistant

/3 supposed to be
braver
wrifrilln, hut just try to imagine a man with only a dime make
a clerk take dowri 0500 worth of
dry goods.

Man

thlil

Vitamines are all right, according to health authorities, hut
good breakfast of ham and eggs
helps us get over the rough places
in the day's work.
"Lying lips are abomination to
the Lord: but they that deal truly
are His delight."—Provei

What dictator nation, for example.
1.w. ultrufssed an expansion cf r,t,:r,!,a1
r ofit II and prestiR,. c•nnparable to that
-ifnor American democracy?
what dictator nation assures the
for-dorn of &Reath, freedom of use pres
i freedom of religion which hay.
1,'.,, foundation stones of our American All Iowan,
eitiC41
t/
d,•inocracy since the nation was born, g,I;;;;;7"I.V,.
:
° j,‘7'll'r A.'".."'
Ai Alf rG.% nt.. stairUcarialerreinr
What dictator natton can show any- VItt:KI
•••erf 111/1111/11 WRIT!• IA 10.:70111. arum
r
e.
.ert remotely approaching tie
tonic standards of lining and wages that
Anierica has offered throughout Its ,
iits tory?
DANGEROUS
clIcta!:,r nation gives to every
..1 7, n a vo,re in the conduct of hiIt is dangerous to sell a Substitute
erti-ent, and cootrol over his elected
for f,i,G just to make thiee or four
oents more. Customer; are your
n offer!' t e%
,
t ,,portunity exerr.best assets; line them and you lane
toe rarei.i, of Lincoln arol your business. G66 11 worth three
;cal others too numerous to or tour time., as much as
a Substl•

&Zit

If Die hasty Earl of Sandwich, who
to Kalil to have invented sandwiches,
heraose he refused to take time to
cot an ordinary meal,could lock upon
t he party sandwich of today hr. might
well boast of his inventive genius.
A sandwich which is a whole partymeal in itself - and as lovely to look
upon as the finest of birthday cakes
is the salad-sandwich, with all
sorts of alluring delicacies in its various layers, the whole loaf frosted
with "Philadelphia" en-am Chet.w..
The finished loaf is a delight to
the eye, and as the hosteler cuts off
individual sandwiches, just as she
would cut a cake, the heriblained
layers reveal a colorful and luscious
assortment of fillings. Lettuce,torn,tout,, Kay or pimento spread all lend
their goodness to each individual
sandwich.
Although the loaf, finished, is a
veritable masterpiece, its preparation is actually simpler than the

making et elezeos of individual

sandwichis.

%A LAD SANDWICH IA5A
Si,,,, i
SI.
heat

'
,a Pau...to 4 ,
.1 40111 •gesid
14' 4'term t:11.1.1.

M
Herne... rw.t. horn • iwtf e4 Agy 441 I',roof.
o-a.rtherw. Jeer.. Nora.••1••• on a'
r wad .,•••,1 ii •••th .111.r.1.- %b.f,
iii•t
,
s..h..1
le, then c..••• *ono p•r1
,
Ia...4
11.1•1•4
Ooor,•‘..
,
• •pc.-ael rop.ther nlev.
setts
••Irl art-s-,••
4
W..WTI Siontrot lion W.I. suth •
01,
r1/1141 layow .4 h,tli Any
••.1 e,••••
.1112
hr../ •gre.gt 11..• aloe. with draining idol
nr.wel d 1th CTI•li 1.111(11. Sprood the foorth
alscv.4 twersel with dreverie and Ogee an the
Irttisie
hob,: 1 peril mem .4-1•Iiilialoilphia" Crwent
sad maw...ad on OW OUULA1
.,it, pander lira, the
l4
1..1 if: M.. refrigerator Ise as haw brims

No Increase Noted
In Business Conditions
Both retail and wholesale trade
throughout the country entered the
second half of May with no appre-ciable change from the status of
the past several weeks, according
to reports to the Department of
Commerce from 36 key cities, just
received by its Looisville District
Office. Nearly all of the reporting cities continued to register
decreases, ranging around 15 pir cent
friim the unusually high levies prevailing at this time last year. Such
reports were practically unanimous
in stating that the decreases for the
current week were attributed to unseasonably cold or rainy weather.
Wholesale markets generally con-

tic •a an 1

•o• ,c•or zaioon - founded on
7r...root:on' of the dead pa..
•••e: to a fTure
1.111 of prom-

tute.

ise a
own?
America hail no need Is. argue the
ad.an.age, of democrwr. It prot ita
ease by concrete ezarnples.

•SPARKS OF WISDOM

If you really want to find out
if a woman can stand more pain
planting, which is far ad- than a man ask a clerk in a shoe

in tobacco
voaced for this time of year. Con- store.
sidt,rahle shortage in Blue Grass
The Fulton man who keep.: ! :
seed crop anticipated.
back yard clean rates far high.
Kentucky Highway Commission a good citizen than the one
urn.- anced S900.000 in contracts let
Maybe the Fulton man who refor 24 road construction projects.
fuses to take "No" for an answer
clearings 22
.7 per cent undoes so because he has to take it
der :oar ago.
as a steady diet at home.
sales nnntir,ue good,
The literary critic who says that
Traffic bridge over I. C. railroad
all new books are forgotten withyards .n Fulton. Ky
finished at in a
year probably means by those
cost c f W.1.000.
ho borrow them.
Kentucky whiskey
production
now lfs 3 per cent of capacity.
A Cincinatti judge has ruled that
radio MUSIC is not noise. There
r what ever became of the must be some that he hasn't heard
cld-:ashooned Fultu ,r. i-• v who could
Wouldn't this old town of Fulplay a Jews' harp'
ton be a pa:adise if all of us could

I

THE AWFUL PRICE YOU
PAY FOR BEING

•

NERVOUS

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Lou Cost

I

302 Walnut
Fulton, Ky.
Eye, Ear, A use, Throat
.SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glassoz.
OFFFI-E HOURS:
o to 12 it !.
Ito SP. %I

PHONE 286
BE SURE TO GET AN
eril
9e
2
I404

AMERICA'S
STANDARD TIME!

Ceei ina•tworth, use is•own
logeosai rondo Ariake* it the
•w•Ile•I and tisioneot porket
sorb •1 11.5er Chrosae•plared
ca., eke,. numeral%
=hos*,
able cro.tal

- Watches. Clocks & Time
of All Kinds AccuratelyPiec".1 Repaired at Low Cost ha-ANDREWS

YFIVEILRY COMPANY

Irositg..

Nichols Hatchery

DR.SELDON CONN

Pot kintrt.
rar-ovisaaragosgeeswea.

sellew

ow • • -

Now,you can get•baby powder
that will keep your baby SAFER
against germs and skin infections It's Mennen Antiseptic
Powder Vow doctor will tell
you that whenever you buy •
baby powder it surely ought to
be Mennen Because Mennen*
more than Just admiring powder
-it's antiseptic' And it costs no
more, So, mother buy • tin
from your druggist. today.

11 -

AT STUD SEASON 1938
•BiLL F ROSE
.% Beautiful Dark Bay, Five-gaited Stallion. Stands 15.5, subject
is registration. At Slid* to Insure living Foal. Ntarr-s will he
kept at reasonahl charge.
PHONE ."•:

MENNEN ainiiiipidc_ POWDER

B. 0. COPELAND
3A19 East State line

Fulton. Kenna ky

!Macaroni Ring Fills the
Bill—Saves the Budget!
I
Vas, Pursong cottains,in properly
balanced pro porfic.r.s. soch rown inII r000s- • i7
n;-;•• • -

‘

::en this harpers,
ancl stsmgo-, usually rerano

rch. rtNi

To.: feel like

new.

AIMINIIIIIMIMRIMILM1111111111

'Radio Owners
BEWA A /A G S

T1'RD

MI I21

slot Pitmans from

AND CHEAPER
eAdagniat

l

MOVIE STARS

BATTERY SERVICE.

_WH_AT DO
DO FOR THEIR TEETH? -

•

"IP

It stands to reason that Hollv• vo:,,h. It ca•nta,n.: five ileena•
wood stars need sparkling. lus- mg and polishing ingredients.
trous teeth more than anybody
else in the world And therefore, TRY CALOX—FREEI
it is sonohcant that so many 11114,11‘ 'At • Mel is Den oonwinting riot
you • FREI,: 10 do: tnal Si',
famous stars use Ca/ox Tooth °net
<capon Veu
tb• Mdas. Conelnc•
POVV.ier Calox is made xpecifi.
trouivelf%hod rah. mains wean en:ne
. stuns tile the wars'
atis to give teeth • real beauty
— —FUME ?RIM.
—
—

FREE
TRIAL
COUPON

a•ri.
D..e4 A IV
174ch".'""A •."..ne Ie. r •
I Seroi as.• re t•e "later Ce4.01 TOOTH POWriart a,ne•serew
.1111r, 11I
I NOM*

I

Li'-

__

__

ONLY

CHARGE
WET
l'.irtos need not be extravagant
days t n le spectacular. a,.
planners are bulleDb
1- N

A ti" eel and

deht1eNIS Main

f ingredient ei the
11 0,1111

A 1-.1,.-11r0111 and cheese
prepared in nine nun'

ooloonat•-ii
0101 tvricet for itself alone, served
ta the (said). dtnner. Kraft Dinner
Os, all s:rts of tsars s posololitiet
Isreisared Ur a ria;
t.

BATTERY
Kraft Dinner becomes a wri eay
and pertifled 4,‘
,1.1ric ;Ash Or. Ans‘i
chiageri. Itch, or left
ineAl•
Ise (Wed to till the ;sorter f tlo nil3
Around the edge of
C.Atter on
which this party combo:Alton
Is wereed, faggots of brig green
beans,. ra t,k • .1 ID a fri, St rip of
torrent., le nd the final party no!,
t•
memorable and n. mica
77, at

50c

SERVICE
RATTER).
FREE

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Fourth Streut

Fulton,

NI;

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENVICKY
the Fulton Count News
_
i. Paul iliseliart, Mira- editor
— _
PUBLISHIED EVIRY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June
211, 1933, at the post office at Fulton
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
OBITUARIES. Cards of Thanks,
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by
/advertising department.
Subseciption rates radius of 20
unless of Fulton $1.00 a year. Elsewnere $1.50 a year.
THE RAILROAD SITUATION
The railroad situation now existMe in the United States is enough
to trouble serious thinking people.
With unemployment already a serMus problem, anything that interferes with the smooth operation of
the American railroads adds to the
threat of further unemployment
means suffering
and that
and
economic distress.
Nothing would be so helpful to
railroads as a revival in business.
new:lead carloadings are runtime
now 311 percent below what they
were a year ago. For more than
eight years, in common with other
industry, the railroads
have struggled
with depression
65.111,1 ions. In that time, there has
bee,: no impairment of service. On
the cmtrary, service both freight
and passenger, has steadily unprox ed. Yet this great improvement
in the face of adverse condition.:
has n •t been at the expense of the
rate payer. Freight and passenger
chas,es as a whole are substantially lower than when the depression began.
Ra :roads need an increase in
revs nee whenever that ei practicable. Labor costs must be ad3u:ie..; to LA.,%a-.1•Iii With revenues,
or t: • tirre
•11 surely come when
v.. ii be further inuner
creased. A revival of railroad prosperity would stimulate a revival of
national prosperity. If the rail-

ing taxes, the handicap Is appar
ent
Experience is now demonstrating
the imperative necessity of revising
the rate-making rule of the Interstate Commerce Commission as to
perrA the railroads greater latitude in pricing their products. Under the present set up the railroads
have been unable to adjust their
prices to meet the expenses by reason of unfortunate language in the
rate-making rule fo the Interstate
Commerce Art. which leaves the
railroad management helpless as to
what the basis of rates should be in
order to yield the needed revenue.
A readjustment on this rate-making
section would be helpful to the
railroads.
It is believed that the railroads of
the United States should eventually be consolidated into a fewer
number of systems, preserving at
the same time the principle of private ownership and operation. Many
of the large railroad systems today
are the result of consolidations of
a large number of large systems
extending over a period of years.
Our railroads, and their payrolls
to employes, mean much to this
country. Fulton, the hub of the
Illinois Central System in this
division can vouch for that. The
railroad payroll here has been important factor in the welfare and
progress of this community.
PAYING ITS WAY
The iecent action of congress in
appropriating
$50.000.000
with
which to operate the 1501 CCC
:amps throughout the U. S. for
another year is one federal expenditure which, regardless of a man's
political leaning is pretty apt to have
I..s whole-hearted approval.
As
viewed ty the average Fulton taxsvt ,he kind of tax spending for
•': the whi.:o country gets some1.-turn is epresented in the
CCC. Its the kind of tax paying
wh.co makes for a better country
:t huilds a better citizenship of the material no',.
on hand.
Glance at these interesting fig

-sa
all the money he is ever going !"
want
The aviation people tell us that
flying is as safe as driving. Yes,
at .:sfe as sonic f the driving you
Ce a-ound here.
'Why is it," asks Billy Blackstone
"that when a family moves the
A SPRING COMPLAINT
only things that get brokeit are the
th,rigs they could get along withIf your fset start aching and givou:.
ing you trouble along about this
Jlin D. Stephenson says he has
time of year. daii't get alarmed It's
noticed that after a girl has waited
Just another ailment that comes with
20 years for the fairy prince to
the first warm days of the spring
come and fly away with her she
and summer season, and probably
winds up by marrying an ordinary
half the people you meet around
mutt who chews tobacco and eats
Fulton are suffering front a touch
the
Pursant
to
of
provisions
the onions.
THE HOPPERS ARE COMING
-•
of it. But it is not necessary for
Alcoholic Beverage Control Law of
"When an egg is bad," says Herone to suffer from this condition at
News forecasts regaril.ng rural the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
"there is a -possibility
all, for it invariably comes as the life conditions are always of inter- the undersigned does hereby ad- schel Grogan
that it was laid by a young hen
indirect result of
perspiration. ! eit, even though you've got to take vertise his intentions to apply for
without much experinece."
Evaporation of prespiration becomes 'he pest along with the bad
So license to sell distilled spirits and
The fact that pigs would live longmore speedy in warm weather and the foreetots just sent out from the wines by the package.
er if they didn't make hogs of themunless it is provided for through
hopper bolt' will be recorded by
Name and address of applicant: selves ought to be a warning to all
lighter hose and shoes and more •laise Fulton citizens who read it as
Arnedia Dunn, 305 Lake Street little Fulton boys not to eat too
frequent bathing of the feet, the
welteem. news,
much.
Extension, Fulton, Ky.
trouble starts. The excess prespiraIt is said that good egg-laying
What good is a brand new radio
tion causes the feet to swell and weather last fall, plus mild winter
Name and address of premises
turn red. But even that should not temperatures that failed to kill many for which license is sought! Hotel is most of the jokes that come in
be the cause for alarm or fear that of the eggs, give promise of a maj- Bernice, 119 Burns St., Fulton, Ky. over it were the ones you heard in
boyhood days?
you are about to become the victim er grasshopper invasion this sumSigned: ARNEDIA DUNN.
Still another good thing to reof some sort of new -tangled dis- mer. federal and state experts in
2tc
member is that it pays to advertise
ease. The prevention and the cure insect pest fighting predicting that
—unless you are looking for trouare simple. Merely dress the feet a new high for crop damage is apt
Picked Up About Town ble.
with lighter shoes and lighter hose to be recorded in many sections. •
The old-fashioned- broad-minded
and your troubles will be over about Grasshopper fighters who know all
"A man never gets so big ment- Fulton man who believed there
as quickly as they started.
the signs say that unless unfavorally," says Walter Evans "but what were exceptions to all rules now
able conditions intervene, heavy
a little 140-pound woman can make has a grandson who believes there
LET TIIE KIDDIES HELP
infestations will occur in 24 states
a monkey out of his will power." rae violations for all laws.
We are wondering how man par; from Michigan west and from CanStyles change but every now and
All men are born free and equal.
ents around Fulton take their chil- ada south. Last year's hopper damdren into consideration when they age amounted to $60.000000. With then you see a fellow whose trous- but now and then one of them gets
ers lit him snug under the arm pits.' over it by getting married.
start in making their annual gar- many centre)l
measures fofered, inMaybe you never noticed it, but
den
Sorie'liivv teeny of us forget,
After a man has partaken of a ,
cluding everything from castor beans
as we grow older, the things that to hair snakes, poison bait will be meal prepared only for women he occasionally even the wisest owl
gave us happiness in our younger the major weapon used against the is still so hungry he could go out and hoots at the wrong time.
eat the cheese out of a rat trap.
years. Pseents quickly lose sight of
; Distance never lends enchentment
hopper. Believing there is a short the thrill they useci to get out of
According to Robert Graham the . to the Fulton motorist who is out
at,' of bran in Texas needed for
a few garden seed and a few feet of
making poison bait, state college average woman's idea cif making a ol
il entrusted to their care. Yet,
men are making efforts to lo- fool out of her husband is just to: Still another thing that could be
when reminded of it. they are as
ci:le sawdust (to use as a substi- let him have his own way.
classed as a miracle would be to
corickly to realize that their own
Ti.s,c !ember mills. Cono.0
Rogg declares that about find a couple of girls discussing
children would find the same priviclha to are said to point to the worst the only time a follow can afford bread recipes instead of permanlege equally as thrilling. So why ,ess ia Texas'
to get funny is after lie has made' ent waves.
!wooer history.
Give the average taxpayer some.
thing to show for his money, and
you V. ill hear little protest from
him
But give hini something that
makes a better man of his boy at the
same time it is building a better
country and you'll hear none at all.

net, if you have not already done ; To the millions who 1:ve nut it
so, set aside a few packets of seed the "belt" and who can do mor
and a certain spot in the garden than sit ard fel I the•r here.
plot
the children. Let thorn feel sympathize, however it est i. ne
that tOey, too are doing something consolation. The a my of iii
7'
ta share the responsibility of pro fighters, better
and
organized
viding the dining table with life. equipped than ever befere sied with
sustaining food? It isn't expen- more funds on hand, ii alrea ly o,
sive. it Is far from being • waste of the bettlefield and has alreadl
time and anyone who knows the started in to wage the hardct figh
thrill that comes to a child permit- it has ever carried on, and that this
ted to have a hand in garden-mak- yenr it will be a fight to the finish
ing kne:v.-a ds value to them in enotentment and happiness. Take the
NOTICE OF INTENTION
children into consideration--let them
TO APPLY FOR LICENSE
iisi a gaiden, too.
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Serving You Is Our Business!

they spent in 1929, over two Mi- CCC uppropriation and you'll betllen additional dollars would be ter understand why this is true
poured into the channels of busi- Started s:iglitly li•ss than five years
ness.
ago as the nation's first recevery
Powerful pressure groups, both project. the CCC has given employin Congress and in State Legisla- ment to more than 1200,000 per.
tures, have developed a teneteretY sins at various times. The proto harass and weaken the railroads gram carried out has included the
by passing useless laws which in- following: 1.255.262.000 forest trees
crease expenses with no correspond- planted: 64 231 miles of telephone
ing benefit to the public interest. ' lines erected: 41.133 bridges conRailroads have lost to their high- structed: 44.475 major type buildway and a aterway competitors ings completed: 3.982.720 soil erosion
probably a billion dollars' worth of dams built; 2,098.307 acres of forest
tratfle each year This has been land improved: 16.722.021
acres
brought about by spending ..-.3rne- cleared of plant disease and trisect
thing like $15.000.000.000 of the tax- pests: 120.10 miles of roads and
payers money in furnishing these trails built; 4130.500 man-days
competitors with unproved high- spent in fighting forest fires. Of
ways and waterways. Since the the $30 a month paid to each enrailroads spend one-third of every rollee. $25 has gone to aid dependdollar of their revenues for main- ents at home so it is estimated that
tenet:re to way and structures and n-,ire than 10.000.00,./ persear.s have
for carrying charges thereon. includ- been aided by the CCC Program
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We Are As Near
As Your Telephone
Tell re A 7 11

SillitaAd

Walker Cleaners
Hereafter to be known

MODEL CLEANERS

Awn
1V

OF ALL KINDS

This is to inform the people of Fulton and community that I have purchased from Mr. Walker his
Cleaning and Pressing business and will continue at i
the 6anie placE, to give to the public Ile Very Best Cleaning and Pressing Serriee Possible. I have had ample experience in the cleaning and pressing busines9 to give
.you First Class Serriee in every way.

Circulars Programs
Placards - Booklets
Business Stationery
Legal Forms
Complicated Ruled Forms Statements
I

Our prices will always be fair and in accord with
prices for expert service anywhere. Our present ex- •
ceedingiy low price make it necessary that all work be
cash
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members
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Satisfaction Guaranteed
Prices Economicai

Call Telephone 930 and We'll Call

MODEL CLEANERS
W.I. KING,.Vanager and Owner

NEWS PRINTING CO.
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PRINTING

CHANGES HANDS

We have chosen Fulton for our business and home
and will appreciate a fair share of your business. We
shall always strive to please. Gity l's .4 Trial.
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Establishment of schools
and
churches began almost with the
organization of the county, and even
before that time the settlers had
oceleionally met fur divine worship
under the protecting boughs of some
large trees.
The first sermon
preached in the county, it is said, was
by Rev. Scott, a licentiate in the
Cuniberland Presbyterian Church;
but the first organization was probably made by the Associate Reformed Presbyterians, better known as
Set( eters, who had established a
church as early as 1830. Many of
the first settlers of the county were
t.atives of South Carolina, and had
been members of hie denomination
in that state, and here. in 1827,
they were visited by the venerable
Rev. William Illackstock, a native
of Scotland, who gathered them together, and held services under a
spreading beech tree, standing on
the y:te of the present church. The
congregation, which consisted of 17
members, of whom William Hutchinson and James Harper were eld-1
crs, was organized by Rev. Eleazer
Harris, who continued as its minister until about 1838, when he was
sue evecled by Rev. Robert McCoy.
An-tog others who have since ministered to the congregation are,
James P. Weed, Leroy Grier and
Thcrnas P. Pressley. Previous to
1890 two log churches were used,
one of which was situated about two
miles north of Troy. and the other
in the neLhhorhoi- d of Pleasant
Hill. About 1840 a church was
erected in Troy, which was occupied
until the present house was built
a short time after the war. The
congregation at Troy niw numbers
110 members and one at Pleasant
Hill, recently organized, has a membership of 25.
The Cumberland Presbyterians
were also pioneers in the organization of churches as well as in missionary work in Obion county. At
the organization of the Obion Presbytery in March. 1833, there had
been established two societies in the
county—Troy and Mount Comfort,
the former of which v-as represented in the presbytery by James McCollam. The minister ordered to
ride on the Troy Circuit at this session was Charles E. Hay. who continued for many years as one of the
most active and devoted members
of the Obion Presbytery. Other
pioneers in that body were Ben,iairun Lockhart, Samuel M. Johnson, Eli S. Jones, John R. Hubbard,
Jethro L. Byrd, Levi Calvert, John
W. Ward, F. E. Roberts. David Morrow, and Charles McBride.
First session of the presbytery was
held in Obion county at Mt. Comfort in Sept. 1835. The second one
year later at the residence of James
J. McCollum. at which time W. S.
Harris, of Troy, was chosen its
stated clerk. The third society organized in the county was Bethlehem, which v as adnutted into the
prosbytery. in March 1839. At the
same time F. D. Piner was assigned to preach at Rives' schoolhouse
At about this time the growth of
the church was very slow, so much
so that in 1842. a day was set apart
for fasting and prayer :or the wet
fare of the denomination. In 1849
New Ebenezer and Pleasant Hill
societies were admitted into the'
presbytery, and J, W Ward and F
E. Roberts were assigned, respectively as pastors. Other societies
Wipe admitted as follows: New Prospect in 1851 Antioch 1856. Beech
1860, Camp Ground. 1862, Union
City 1867. Crittenden Grove 1867.
Star of Bethlehem, Mt. Arrarat 1980. •
Some of the above churches were
organized several years prior to
their admission into the presbytery notably among which are
Antioch. Camo Ground and Union
City. Also Rives in 1882. Palestine,
Obion 1881. Mt. Horeb 1884
So nearly eontemporaneous were
IS - il-asbyteelans, kaeu.uass:s
isrpt3sts, in beginning the work of
preaching the gospel and establ•shmg churches in Obion county. the
honor of priority cannot be ascribed
to any one of them. In point of
membership. however- the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, has always ben the leading denomination. The first congregation organized in the county was probably at
Trey, not far from 1830. Another
was formed at W M. Wilson's at almost as early a date, and during
the derade, New Chapel. Salem and
Among
Mt Zion were established.
the first circuit riders were Wm
P Ratcliffe, Robert Tarrant Arthur
Davis. a man of remarkable talent,
and Ramsey. one of the finest pulpit preachers of the time. Among
the presiding elders were Dr.
eldest
Gentle W. D. Harris—the
brother of Isham a Harris, and
father of the present presiding elder of the Union City district--Roorhom.
ell Payne. John M. nm‘na.

as Joiner and Finley Bynum, all ner, Sophronia Skinner, George W.
heroic and self-sacrificing men.
Whipple, William M Craig, Sarah
First organization of the Mission- Caldwell. Harriet E. White, Robert
ary Baptists in the county was T. Caldwell. John C. Harris, Harriet
Beulah. which was formed some Polsgrove,
Erni I i ne
Polsg rove,
time In the thirties,
Another George Polsgrove, Logan Kindle and
society was organized at an early Mary M Caldwell. Services were
date at the old Republican meeting
held for a few years at the Republihouse, later known as Mt. Olive. can meeting house, after which they
About the same time a church was were transferred to a schoolhouse,
established, known as Rehoboth, three miles northwest of the town three miles northwest of present and there were many added to the
Kenton A short time later a new church. About 1858 a house of worhouse was built about three-quart- ship was erected at Union City, by
ers of a mile southeast of the old
the advice and assistance of Rev.
building, and the name changed to H. D. Bantau, the first rogular minNew Concord. Macedonia, about
ister.
two miles northeast of Kenton, ii
also an old organization.
Lesscns In English '
Among the early ministers of this
church in Obion county were
By W. L. GORDON
David Halliburton, James Halt
Worth Often Misused
Samuel Cryder and David Wagster,
List of organizations: Beulah, JohnDo not say, "Four and three is
son Grove, Mt. Moriah, Mt. Olive, seven." Say, ''Four and three are
New Concord, New Salem, Mace- . seven;" there are two subject nouns.
dome- Obion, Palestine, Reelfoot, "Four plus three is seven" is corTroy, Union City, Woodland Mills. rect, four being the singular subFirst congregation of the Church ject.
of Christ was organized October 29,
Do not say, "I became entused
1848, at the old Republican meet- about it." Say. "I became enthusiing house, four miles west of Union astic about it." Enthused is charCity, and consisted of the following acterized by some authorities as
members: Willis Caldwell, James colloquial, by others as slang.
Caldwell Ezekiel Harelson, Isaac
Do not say, "This is a secret beW. Caldwell. David P. Caldwell, tween you and T." Say. "This is a
Martha C. Harleson, John K. Skin- secret between you and me." both

ggiNttUGICY

not the first and third as so often
yr
heard.
Words Often Misspelled
If memories, unpleasant,
All right; two words, not eiright
Could be banished from
the
Truly; not truely.
mind,
Complexion; not complection.
If the thoughts that make case
Bookkeeper; observe the two k's.
hearts ache
Prescription; not perscription.
Could be spared to all mankind.
Height; not heighth.
Many a cam would turn to sumWord Study
shine
"Use a word three times and it is
Many a face would wear a smile,
yours." Let us increase our vocabuAnd the things that make us
lary by mastering one word every
gloomy,
day. Words for this lesson:
Would become to us, worth
MUTABILITY; quality or state
while.
of being subject to change. "The
But the beauty of the ling'ring
mutability of man's laws are unscars
like the immutable laws of God."
That mark life's lonely way,
INTREPID; mold; fearless; darIs the crown that Jesus gives us.
ing; dauntless. "He deserves a place
After life's unselfish day.
ong the intrepid pioneers of hisSo we will not ask for ease or
tory."
wealth
DORMANT; asleep, or as if
Nor comforts lusty store,
asleep; hence, inactive. "His dorBut we'll leave it all to Jesus
mant passions were aroused." "All
He'll give the half and more.
‘eyetation was dormant."
If ingratitude shall face us,
PERSPICUITY; clearness of exMelt it bravely with a smile.
pression or thought. "Perspicuity
Be a winner in life's battles
should be one of the first merits of
Make your stay on earth worth
a writer or a speaker."
while.
discovered,
OBVIOUS;
easily
MRS. R. L. LYNE
seen, or understood. "My reason
for this action is obvious."
Why is it that when a woman
EXPEDITE; to hasten the progress of. "We can expedite mat- 11 a crowd starts crying all the othInteresting and interesting. The ters by beginning the work imme- er women present seem to think
they have to join in?
only accent is on the first syllable, ; diately."

pronouns being subject of the preposition between.
"6
---not say, "The affect of the
news was remarkable." Say, "The
effect of the news was remarkable."
"I was deeply affected by the
news."
Do not say, "There aren't hot ten
boys in the room." Say, "'There are
but ten boys in the room." Not but
forms a double negative.
Do not say, "I am going to try and
see you next week." Say, "I am
going to try to see you next week."
Words Often Misprouneed
Longevity. Pronounce lon-jev-iti, o as in on, e as in bed, both i's
as in it, accent second syllable, and
not log-gev-i-ti.
Incognito. Pronounce in-kog-nito, both i's as in it, first o as in of,
econd o as in no, and accent second syllable.
Maraschind. Pronounce mar-aske-no, first a as in at, second a
unstreoied, e as in me, principal accent on third syllable.
Data. Pronounce da-ta, first a as
in day (not as in at), second a as
in asked unstressed.
Naptha. Pronounce naf-tha (not
nap-tha), first a as in at, second a
as in ask unstressed, accent first
syllable.
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$40•111ING 4011••••
A THRILLING TREAT FOR EVERY WOMAN
at the

FULTON THEATRE
Mon.- Tues.- Wed., June 6-7-8, Starting at 10 a.m.
in My Kitchen ' was produced in one of die atiaSoi (notion &ram atadint
in Hollywood and has a New cast of well-known actors and actissift k
combine% in a feanne4ength picture the menatine and Outwear of Holllyword
with the everyday problems of home-making. You wa hingb at and with
Auntie Bella. the large. jolly, etaksted maid, and be thrilled by the love
scenes between Mike (the movie sou) and Dedee, the lovely heroine. And,
most importutt of all, you will see in complete detail demonstrations of
many recipes developed by sc viral of America's leadine, home economists.

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE ALL AND HEAR ALL

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
the biggest, second, third and fourth
largest bass, bream and crappie and
for the best Miami of each species, as
well as other classifications. Similar prices will be given to women,
who will not compete with men tall
is II IlaVe their own contest.
The
largest bass caught by a man and
hy a wernan will be mounted and
It esented to the winners. Prize:
will inelude sets, camp furniture.
guns, fishing equipment and many
other article's that sportsmeui use.

tucks or gathers both front and back
id provide the bleusiness. An elastic band at the waistline holds the
fulness in place.

"THE NEWS" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK

The Sewing Room—

Kentucky roltdo-re

Week'', Kest Recipe—
SPICE CAKES--Stir up I egg
with 1 cup sugar; add I teaspoon
cinnamon and I teaspoon cloves.
Then add 1 cup sour milk into
ts.-hich has been put I teaspoon soda;
add 1-2 cup melted shortening. Stir •
in 2 cups of fluor measured after
sifting twice. Beat in all together.
add I cup .if chopped raisins. 1-2
sup chopped walnuts, salt and flavoring. Bake in muffin tins in a moderate oven.

will be available for the visitors.
These guides will runt compete
with sportsmen, but cash prism have
been set up to encourage them to
Ike their sportsmen to the best
fishing places.
Reelfoot Lake is one of the wonders of the country. It was firmed
Iv an earthquake In 1811 and 1.9 full
of submerged forests that make it •
perfect hatchery for the myriads of
bass, bream, crappie-, carp, buffalo,
spoonbill catfish, grinnel and at least
30 other types, including many
game fish that delight sportsmen.

Fur decorative touches on small
daughter's dresses use linen handkerchiefs. These may be cut diag^"&ozdeseZZon.P.0
onally into collar and cuffs or the
WESTERN KENTUCKY
atvery
into
made
be
may
tanners
TEACHERS COLLEGE
tractive flaps for pockets. Since
10WL0441 teak
almost
in
come
the handkerchiefs
any color and have touches of loveNative, expert guides who are fam
S
hut rather unlike it in taste. Granly handwork, you will find that
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The reason men have to have
have place—men who have spent their
to
ought
we
hencemust
values;
smoke
near•
cinal
something.
And
have
also
but
time and trimmings
packets is they can't stick things
to lives erat this 14,500-acre lake a.
used
we
ly
passages,
every
nasal
boy
my
of
healthy
acquaintance
trimmings.
the prettiest of
known every yard of this greatest down their necks the way the- wo;ias smoked something, harmful or ,rniike it so much.
natural fish hatchery in Amerrea
men do.
how
we
Just
escaped
otherwise.
pipes,
corncob
used
men
big
Since
KiethenIn The
A Style Hint—
poisoning I did not know, but near- SO we boys made our own, stem and
1
The blousy blouse which is cut , Equal quantities of mustard and ly everything that even resembled ' all, rather clumsy affairs. But tle •
to look as if it is at least two sizes grated horseradish when mixed smaking materials was used. For gave us a thrill, the thrill I!
to big for the wearer is the hit of make an excellent relish for cold some strange reason people of all comes to boys, (.Id and yourn,
the early springtime. Some call it ! meats. . . When sugar gets hard ages think there is something big they think they are doing a
the "balloon" blouse and some the and lumpy put it in the refrigerator about puffing smoke out of one's , thing naughty. We tried to nia,.•
Gibson girl shirtwaist. The sleeves for two or three days and you will mouth and especially out of one's cigarettes from our mullein
are large from shoulder to wrist al- ! find it will become quite hard nostrils, though I must confess that iabbit tobacco, but with rather
One-fourth bread crumbs we did not try inhaling the smoke mccess; for the paper we used a..
though gathered into a snug band again. .
at the bottom, and there are pleats, and two tbalespoons of water added of the things we used in our boy- likely to be coarse wrapping pal •
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AMBULANCE
Phone
to each pound of meat when pre- hood.
that tasted a bit strong.
There are gradations of respectSECOND
paring hamburger steak makes a
But one just had to have is cia.
15
ability in smokes, just as there are like smoke. That helped along t •
much lighter mixture.
SERVICE
STREET
grades of tobacco. Cornsilks are case for grapevme, Anather
On Ironing Day—
mild and make a good beginning of cigar was ti.
When pillow cases begin to show Mr the fearful and sissy. But grape- a hip, for it isa•
wear, rip or draw the end seams vine, with its savage bite, satisfies draw well. I
it for years. Whether any of the men
Open the case. Then reford
sides who snmked grapevines grew up flavor a buggy-ti!
! changing the creases from the
seam and developed cancer of the tongue' one that had been
to the center. Sew the end
I suppose that it
pillow
a
have
will
would be a good investigation for vine, without the sting. In the 1...•;
again and you
Emwear.
added
grapea
Anyway,
give
medical men.
case that will
this vine can produce about the sorest toms grow cross-vines, which.
broidered pillow cases altered
dried, form excellent substitutes f
threads.
under
concealed
tongue- I have ever known person- cigars. It has been many a •
way can be
we
which
ally. Life everlasting,
since 1 have heard of cr.
called rabbit tobacco. makes good cigars; they may have gone
is,
that
chewing.
smokes and good
CHIROPRACTIC
style by now.
;1 one does not have a very exquisStiewar, longer-4.i ng.
Isn't the whole thing funny? J.
RESI'LTS
smoke
the
GETS
&hag to tier Ato. Levet
ite sense of taste. Really,
want to disturb I
illbegte-edge Blade. in
life everlasting is not why one would
burning
from
NOT
IS
MY WORK
in one's mouth
woldiovmly good: 4
it is in one's own pleasant taste
unless
bad,
SPINE.
THE
It:,
LIMITED TO
await labadm kw 10C
something smoking or chewing rabbit
It suggests
mouth.
is a puzzle that my poor bra
Oriental by its odor; to the smoker
in the not solve. Maybe the very
WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
it ,suggests burning off fields
ness of it makes life endurable by
spring of the year. Mullein is a
contrast
CHIROPRAC7'01:
great deal like tobacco in appearance
and all of your insurance needs. We repreSt.—Upstairs
222 Lake
FISH RODEO TO
sent only the best and kng estalllishtd comDRAW THOUSANDS
BIT COI AJIDEYER-READY RAZORS
. New Salad Dressing
TO REELFOOT LAKE
on
take
will
salad
The plainest
added eye and flavor appeal If you
panies. No obligation on your part when you
Sportsmen from all the country
serve it with that new salad dress.
of
worth
tug Mash half of a ripe banana
$2,500
will compete for
Fold mashed banana Into one-third
ask for our representative to call.
prizes at Reelfoot'Lake, Tennes• YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
cup of whipping cream whipped
Add • third coup mayonnaise and see's first big fishing rodeo to be.
three-fourths teaspoon salt, mit held there June 4, 5, 6 and 7.
wall and serve Delicious'
—EAT AT—
The thousands who will gather
there will include men and women
Tempting Taste Thrill
Have you tried cooked bananas! from every walk of life, from milIt's the latest way to serve this de- lionaires to humble hitchhikers, all
LAKE 22 PHONE No. 5
FULTON, KY
lectable fruit They taste different drawn together by one common inor
made
you've
from anything
love of fishing.
eaten! Serve them as a vegetable stinct—the
Valuable prizes will be given for
and cook them any one of these
three ways To Poke hInartas peel
—
banatuLs, using whole or cut Into
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
halves or quarters. Arrange in she!.
low baking dish. Brush with melted
hotter. salt. Bake in moderate oven
(37Z F.) until tender. Serve hot.
T.., 1,00 bananas peel Place OR
brailer rack or in pan. brush with
nu lied butter; salt. Broil until tenMatta is•vague lat3v IN rsiLES,
Jar. To Iry bananas: peel. Cut as
WMOSE FACE .5 ALL COVERED
d•adred. Heat 1 or 2 tablespoons
ViiliTat SMILES.
trizter in a frying pan. Fry, turning
'.,•.anas. until brown and t--rat" r.
,
an 1 terve hot.
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this Summer with
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It Is Economical, Simple, Fast and Safe.
It Saves Work and Time In Preparing Meals,

es vrr • • ••
Ne•r% %,11, IrnushIltie. Nestcorne
t.
`'•:le-scam., Nerv,,i, Iti .,J

'You sill fir.,

DR

It Assures More Nourishing and Better Flavored Meals. It Keeps Your Kitchen Cleaner.

MILES'

M

ERN/lir:4

ntz, rAn.m
Alth
si.vvs made has I.

Electric cookery does not WIZM up your
kitchen, becaerie heavy insulation and close-fitting
and surface
oven range door present heat
burners apply heat directly to bottom of cooking
urensil;. No electricity is wasted. AutoautiC time
and temperature controls make constant watching
unnecessary and assure perfect cooking results.
Them is never any smudge to make your kitchen
grimy and unattractive.

s.
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nervous coar.i.•
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as this mornings ;
LIQUID NERVINE
Large htl. St at SMAII MI. St
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SINGER SALES AGENCY
SERVICE and REPAIRS
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nivrketing experts
Huy bananas just as
them In the store Mato pr. ler to
buy bananas by the "hand- r dueler Keep your bananas Iii th, fruit
bowl or tutsket (they make a
charming decoration i and
them to ripen at comfortahle r
temperature du not put in • irfi la
crator Cut off each -finger" or sepa
inte banana as needed, using a
.irp knife so as not to tiar
re-m proof peel
'I .,e out Ye
\\
the,.
iipeness Bake tool or fry
the partisilv ripe hanan• to servt•
ns a vegetable
When the green Ms entirely Cis
appeared from the tip the all yellow
banana is rteenctit for cooking as•
iecetable and lot 11,
• in pits .Alits
.
hr. its
Vt'hett the vellow peel la flecard
the tatnana Is fully rip:
,
with
1(5,1 at it, 1, si for Minn diate cad
Wig as a eV" o fruit

CHEAP ELECTRICITY
You can burii fo.e `twat,
Ptah, all evening for lest than
the pike of a boa of matches,
providing adequate fight kw
the acreage living.ecosrL
Kil I./WATT
,Hearne/ tenures
Yea

KENTUCKY

Come to our store for 3 very interesting free
demonstration of electric cookery. \N'e sell Wes*
resgbirdese and fiotponsf ranges. Local dealers sell
ocher standard makes. You'll find prices you can
afford, with aonvenient purchase terms.

BUY

NOW

flIt

A"

AND PUT MEN TO WORK
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CRUTCHFIELD NEWS
A surprise birthday dinner was
given in honor of Mr. Willis Atteberry at his home Sunday celebrating his 18th anniversary. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Notes and sons. Charles and J. W.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Saddler and sons
James Earl and Charles Allen, Mr.
and Mrs. Berme Sullins and chitthen, Mrs. Mildred Luten and sun,
Mr. Yates, Mr. Joe Attebery,
Misses Letha Mae Milner and Geneva Rue Sliviett. Everyone left
wishing Wi
Hwy more happy
birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilerschel Stinnett of
Louisville, Ky., spent a few days
last week with the former's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Stinnett. Mrs.
Elmer Stinnett and son, Billy, returned home with them for a two
weeks visit.
The Sunday afternoon guest of Mr.
and Mrs. D. M. Wade Jones and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Patrick and sons, Louis D. and Lest-

Students Will
Graduate In June
From Murray College

run III the south end of the New Herman B Neal, of Water Valley,
Yards, four empty cars, two load- who was driving the team to the
ed once and a caboose were de- wagon was seriously injured and
railed. No one. was injured but 1 Waled tf) the FU1t011 hospital.
considerable damage was done.
Mr. Neal was thrown from the
wagon, as the ear dropped unexpectedly over the hill and crashed
I. C. NEWS
inn, the rear of the vehicle, Neal
suffered broken ribs, and numerous
J. WIIII/Ighafil, Triiiri Master
abrasinris and bruises about the
'pent ii part of the week in 131ubody and face The wagon was a
ford, Ill, ri official business.
J. W. Kern, Superintendent. of complete. wreck and one mule fatally injured.
Padfield), was in Fulton Tuesday.
P It. Ryan. Traveling Engineer,
Paducah, spent Monday night in
Ni matter whether you are a good
Fulton.
football player or not, you still have
Mn, Cowgill, Civil Engineer of t11 pay the regular tuition price in
Water Valley, Miss., Wilt in Fult..i.lb Silt'.l t Fxnei
'Tuesday night.
W It. Purcell, Supervisor, WIii
t,. Milan Wednesday.
If. W. Williams, Train Master,
pent Monday night in Memphis.
HELM'S trlf—fie—
laily tiloodtsated
C. S. Ward, Supervisor, Fulton,
chicks--Low Summer Prices 44.fiS
it its in Dyersburg Tuesday.
up. Champion pen Illinois Contest
April—Highest Livability 1937 Eat
Contests. Free Bulletin, Helm'a
VashvIlle Man Hits
Hatchery, Paducah, Ky.
alp

Seventy•four seniors of Murray
State College are applicants for
baccalaureate. degrees to be granted by Dr. J. II. Richmond, president,
at the 15th annual spring cnmmencentent at Murray June 2 at 10
a.m. Those from this section include:

Mac N. Burrow, Fulton B. S. degree; Doris Bushart. Fulton, B. A.
degree.; Ohne Coleman, Water Valley, B. S. Wilma Frances Poyner,
Fulton, B. S.; J. Samuel Shelby,
Hickman, B. A.
Graduating in June with a 13. S.
degree with provisional high school
certificate, Mac Burrow, of Fulton,
has majored in physical education
and minored in commerce arid social science at Murray State
lege. lie is a member of the Physical Education Club, Ag Club, and
Kipa Pi. His opinion is: "Murray
is a progressive school. My stay
has been very beneficial and inCr.
Several from here attended the deed a pleasure."
funeral of Mrs. Turner of near HarMINS Doris Bushart, Fulton, Ky..
mony Monday.
plans to receive her A. B. degree
Miss Gladys Childers of Fulton from Murray State in June with
was the week end guest of Mary a provisional high school certifiLou Stinnett.
cate. Her extra-curricular activities
Mrs. J. W. Noblirn and daughter. include:
atidency of the Portfolio
Ruth, returned to their home in Club, and English Club, and memMemphis, Tenn., Sunday after an bership in Les Camarades, Pep
extended visit here.
Club, Student Council, and Shield
Rev. W. A. Baker filled an ap- staff. Of Murray she says, "I appointment at the M. E. Church Sun- preciate it more each year."
day.
J. Samuel Shelby, of Hickman,
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Stallins spent
Saturday night and Sunday with th.• will enter Vanderbilt University
furmer's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Toni for graduate work upon graduation
from Murray State College in June.
Stailins.
Miss Etta Wade spent Monday Shelby, who is to receive the A. B.
night with Mr. and Mrs. D. M degree, has taken a double major in
English and ia social science. He
Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Cashion and is a member of the Sock and BusBeauton Guilt attended the decora- kin Club and the English Club, and
was the first president of Alpha Psi
tion service at Via's Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Jeffers gave an en- Omega dramatic fraternity.
tertainment at her home Thursday
Miss Frances Poyner, Fulton,
night for the members of her Sunhome economics graduate, will reday school class, the members presceive a Smith-Hughes degree in the
ent s'ere: Misses Narie, Marie and June class. Miss
Poyner says that
Guilt,
Beauton
Gladys Moore.
she thinks Murray is a fine school.
Messrs. Ray Pate. Edward O'Neal.
and has enjoyed her work there. Her
Eugene Waggoner, Richard Myatt. clubs
were: Household Arts Club.
James Byrd and Robert Jeffries,
and Chemistry Club, of which she
Mr. arid Mrs. Pressie Moore and Miss was secretary, Pep
Club, and B. S.
Ina Bellew were visitors.

t
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•
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Mr. and Mrs. Jim Vance and
daughters were Sunday visitors near
MISS WATTS NAMED
Springhill.
ON '39 SHIELD STAFF
Beauton Guilt spent Wednesday
Miss Janette Watts, daughter of
with Doretha Murphy.
Mr. L. R. Vick is seriously ill at Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Watts. of Fulton, was recently named circulathis writing.
tion manager of the 1939 Shield, ofMrs. Ida Yates. Mrs. Charlie ficial yearbook of Murray State ColLaVerne lege by Editor-in-Chief Edd KelMiss
Thompson and
Yates spent the day Monday with low. Miss Watts is a member of
Mr. Will Milton and daughter of the Household Arts and Chemistry
Wing*.
Clubs.

4-

The revival meeting at the Baptist church is to begin at the church SINGING AT MeCONNELL
here July 10.
BAPTIST CHURCH TONIGHT
•441111...

•
•

4

-

a.

Miss Doretha Murphy and Mr.
A eommunity singing will be
Avery Clark were united in marheld tonight (Friday) at the Bapt ;age Saturday night they left Monday for Detroit. Mich.. where they tist Church in McConnell. Singers
from several communities will be
wilI nnike. their home.
pre,
,ent and a good program conA sutiirio• birthday dinner was ducted.
ti‘e In honor of Miss Lois and
('ion Conner celebrating their 24th
NEWS IS PRESENTED
birthday at the home of Mr. and
WITH OFFICIAL BALL
NIrs. Clots Conner, Mr. and Mrs. J
NI Daughty and children. Mr. CletThe News was presented this
us Conner. Mrs. Lola Conner and
week with an official baseball
Mrs. Newton were pres..-nt.
similar to those used in the Kitty
League. Mr. Hannephin. president
About the only thing we get ,a.it of the league. made' the editor a
beim: acquainted with some peo- ' present 01- one, mounted on a minarile around Fulton is a chance to I lure stand, which can serve as a
ioar them say disagreeable things! paper weight. Thanks. Mr. 'Jannephin.
ahut other people.

WHY CHIROPRACTIC?
One of the most important elements to promote health and prevent disease is fresh air. A
normal supply of oxygen is the first and greatest need for life. Normal exercise is necessary
to promote deep breathing. Daily walking out
of aoors in the fresh air, is one of the fundamental principles of good health. Pure clean water
is also an essential to healthful living.
Try Chiropractic For Your Nervousness

DR. A. I. WADE, CHIROPRACTOR
I.AKE STREET

FULTON„ KY.

CLASSIFIED ADS°

Wagon Near Fulton

"What's th' Matter, id0?"
"They've Bunked Me, There Ain't No Santa Claus!"
_

DUGOUT DIGS

Fulton Senior Class
Has Good Program

(By B. V. N.)
The Senior Class of Fii!ton It. H.
We hear Elmer Wenning is in his School presented their anno
day program Wednesday al'.
second childhood.
at the Science Hall. The progiam
What player is an expert on included:
President's Address, Bobby Snow;
writing letters?
History of the Class, Kathleen WinRain and more rain. Looks like ter; Prophesy, Lillion Cooke; Violin
we will have to write to Washing- Solo, H. L. Hardy accompanied by
Agatha Gayle; Poem, Rebecca Boaz;
ton. maybe they can stop it.
Grumbler, Billy Williams; Class
Siderski and Roberson have been Will, Peggy Williams; Dance, Winna
Frances Price, accompanied by Mary
released.
Percy Dauphin, center fielder Mozelle Crafton; Giftorian, Robert
was released Tuesday night. He Koelling; Presentation of Mantle to
President of Junior Class by Bobby
returned to his home in Detroit.
Snow, with respome by Junior
Willard Padgett was certainly President, Jarrell Stockdale; Singing
on his mark in the games Wed- of Alma Mater by the class.
nesday. In the sixth inning he made
a double play unassisted and then
caught a fly for the third out to
retire the side. He batted 100 per
cent in the afternoon game, getting
two hits and four walks. In the
night game he connected for a
two-base bingle. Nice going Padgett, let's see more of it.
Come on Fulton fans give the
boys real support. Encouragement
helps to win.
Did You Know??..
That Hubbell of New York had
the highest pitching average for the
National League pitchers in 1937?
That the most players used in one
club in one game, was the Brooklyn
Dodgers. in 1937 with the total of
23 players?
The Fulton Eagles got off to
a bad start in the Kitty league
but under the able guidance of
Ray Clones, the team should begin to round into shape as the
new material becomes more
seasoned
under proper coaching and after those who can't
make the grade have been replaced by noire valuable players.
Another valuable thing that
makes a team a winning club
is the support given it by the
home twon fans. And there's no
doubt that quite a bit more loyalty could be shown to the Fulton club by better attendance
and boosting by the. Fulton fans.
A successful team must have
good coaching, sincere, hardworking players. who live, eat
and sleep baseball, so to speak.
In other words these players go
in for baseball because it is in
their blood—and they play the
game for the sheer joy of it.
After these, there must be firm
steady support from the borne
fans.
A Ihareago, or a club shooed
be more than manager in name.
He should be boss of the squad
and discipline should prevail on
and off the diamond. Many a
club has been held back by those
in the front office who take ton
much authority from a manager
and glee out unsound advice
about building and maintaining
a good team.
Baseball is the nation's game
A community having a club of its
own should be proud that it is
represented in this great national pastime. Fulton is proud
of its team—and with just reason for tile Eagles have carried
the banner well during the past
two seasons. Let's all help the
boys to even greater glory this
year. Get the habit of boosting
and first thing you know t'
Eagles will snap out of Pi.
early season slump and
their way up the standing sea:,
Onward Eagles'

NEWS BRIEFS
The Young Business Men's Club
met in regular semi-monthly session Tuesday night at the Rainbow
Room with Lynn Phipps presiding.
Various reports were made and a
discussion was held on plans for
all stores closing each Thursday
Thursday afternoon during the
months of June, July and August.
Practically all places of business
have laready signed to co-operate
and the committee will complete
arrangements this week. Thursday
June 2 will be the first afternoon
to close.
The regular session of the Lions
Club will be held Friday night of
this week instead of at noon. because a number of the members
will attend the state convention at
Bowling Green Friday and be unable to attend at the noon period,
President A. G. Baldridge announces.
Last Saturday morning while
making up a train for hte Bluford

On Monday night at 7:30 o'clock
. ear driven by G. F. Steinwart,
alesman of Nashville, Tenn., crashed int.) a wagon on the Mayfield.
Fulton highway near Lathe's Place

HELP WANTED—Man with ear,
permanent position. Call on farmer., in Purchase Counties, Write
J. 0. Matlick, 343 'seelbach Hotel,
Louisville.
3tp.

hog W ffl1LdO
@den?
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LAST TIMES FRIDAY & SATUR.,AI

KENTUCKY MOONSHINE
with
The Ritz Brothers—Tony Martin
SUNDAY and MONDAY

Take Another Bow,
Irene. They're Laughing
Their Reads Off!
•
• JIROMI KERN
wrote the istolodius
I., this fotplost••
11019.911418.
•

Tlatiodor• Goes
Wilder than over

.

. and that's

The Awful Truth?

IRENE

DUNNE

tOP)7.
DOUGLAS ,

FAIRRIVIKR.tri
-..

.
ant•
.r.r ...• m•
Jam.,.. INL se... mom

ALICE BRADY
OUT
218911
.1 SAN
0IX0 14
1111C
BLOBS
LUCILLE SALL
WA11114 11111118
Cfuti
Zyrles by

DOILOEN9

PROGRAM
SUN. - MON. - Tths.

"WHEN G-ME
STEP IN"
—Also--

"TRAIL DUST"
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

,
Produoad
Din:acted by 7,7y
Young. A Tay Garnott ProFalls
by
dacnon Sere., play b> Goa•
Graham Baker. All.,,., Sooft Beard ou as:
fr.g,n eon, by Dorothy and Herbal"old.

Tuesday - Wednesday
"The modern woman is
pretty awful, and the
sooner man applies a
whip to her, the Defter.

—with-WAYNE MORRIS
A11111110E. .1.01111 /1

"PENROD AND HIS
TWIN BROTHER"
—Also-JACK RANDALL

"THE LAND OF
FIGHT!VG 11E.V"

Thursday Onl?;
2

•To,-thy

Always
Her .Van ...In Traub!,

GLENDA FARRELL
BARTON MAILANE

"Blondes
At Work"

"THE KID COMES
BACK"

BILLY and BORST MAUCH
—JO—

SHORTS
and Eli'

JUNE

THE KID IS BACK!
He Bowled 'Em Over in "Kid
Gallahad:"
He Mc-wed 'Ern Dcwn in
"Submarine D-I!"
NOW HE'S CLIPPING THEM
FOR KEEPS! sit

FRIDAY. SATURDAY
JUNE 3 - 11

111111111

MERLE OBERON
..-71e &oat
‘
1- 4

IN TE04,41<010t
A COMEDY
.411%

A TORCHT ELAMADVENTURE!
COMING

Friday - Saturday
JUNE 3 and I
STAN LAUREL
OLIVER BARDI

LAURENCE OLIVIER

'Swiss Miss
ERIC RLORE

1

R}VP..4110.0.
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Its HAVE DANCE
The Mateo Boosters Club enjoyisl a dance at the Rainbow Room
Monday night. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs Howard Strange, Nola
Mae Weaver. Mary Anderson, Ruby
V. Yarbro. Adolilins Mae Latta,
Tommie Nell Gates, Bessie and
Monette Jones, Betty Norris. Billy
and Jim D. Stephenson, Ray Omar
Tippy Galleadh, of Paducah, Wester Holland and /UM Crawford of
NI;ora•lit ri mahadin Gotwit

Socials •• Personals

Mr. and Mrs road lionise and
Mrs. Klissbeth
family and Mi and Mrs Shawls Jack, and Miss Flitt I ,, • %%
Noffel spent Sunday in Caruthers, MI/ragffillet), Ala s:
still`, Mil.
day morning ftni'tu''s; ;
Miss Gladys lliniurii returned to with Mr mid Mrs R 11 %,‘
Wickliffe after spending the week
end here.
Mrs. Lee Ella and Katherine
Lowe spent the week end in
kinsville with Thomas !sot'.
Mrs A 11
spent Suit1ii
Monint,
with
ilstigIM,r, Mn s, j1/IIII 1.1111,‘
W C
I
11.1' 11111111(.11 SIIIRILly li•
hits. Tenn. Mrs. Cum's,
iettirto.,1
7,1o,
hut' to itilt ii (OW (lay,.
Among those who
Lion, convention in llos hog l'414•4•:i
on Wednesday, Thursday and Fri•
day are Mr and Mrs. Abe Thomp,en. Frank Beadles, Bill Browning
John Davies, J. G. Bern's. JI/1111
Kselin, Warren Graham, W. L
Roper, Livingston Itead and A. G
lialdridge.
Mr and Mrs Clyde Fields and son
Mack, spent Sunday in
Dickman.
Mrs. Hugh Rushton and Miss
Mary Kate Pewitt spent Sunday
in Hickman with Miss Louise
Laurence.
Mr. and Mrs Bert Smith of
Mayfield visited in Fulton Suit.
day.
Mr and 1\11-s. A B Dunning and
on have ieutrned to their homel
a'ter a week's vimt

—
tests were usgoyiett, prizes being won
THURSDAY NIGHT CLUB
The Thursday night club met at hy Mrs. Harold Copeland, Mrs.
the home of Miss Rubye V. Yarbro George Moore, Misses Tommy Nell
on Central-eve. After games of Gates and Marguerite Jones
Miss Jones served an ice course
connect prize were awarded to
Miss Lillie B. Allen for club high,. to the following club members and
and Mrs Reginald Williamson. guest /Nests. Mesdames Copehind, MI i
tiii%M'Iritut,, !him ood
Speight.
high.
KI11,
1.11.%%. (ler
Miss Yarbro, assisted by Miss N1.1111,i111
FISII DINNER GRIN
Mary Anderson, served a salad to ald Shepherd. I. M Jones, Dots:aril
scorN
the twelve club members present Strange, Misses Gates, Rubs; V. Yar•
E m. scull a ii
und live guests. Mrs. Williamson, hiss Adolphus Latta, Marguerite
h..1,
Tili•gday ;nigh'
Mrs. Guy Winters, Mrs. Gerald J.ines. Monett,. Jones and Mar)
..1 I hell home oil the West Stilt'
Shepherd, Misses Monette and Mar- Anderson.
guts itte Jones.
e. Dr and Mrs W.
WILLING WORKERS
iIiiherts. Mr and Mrs. F. C. Redilitt
IAVE PICNIC
MISSIONARY SOCIETY
The Willing Workers Class of the and NMI. Jack, of Troy, Tenn, Mu
A general session of the MethodBaptist Church enjoyed a picnic and Mr, Garry Cook of Rives, W.::
ist Missionary Society met Monlay
Mrs. Edward Allie Mai Reeves of Union City.
Tuesday evening.
afternoon at the church with the
Pugh and Miss Antlii Lee Cochran Mr and Mrs. It R. Scott and
pre,ident. Mrs Hobert Bard, presidalid the members of the class met daughter, Patty Sue, of Martin, Mr.
ing Mrs. George Doyle was in
at the church and hiked out. tne and Mrs. S. A. Hagler, and Mis
.charge of the program on -China"
East State Line and played games Jean 111,WCIIM.
----and lunched.
LADIES AID MEETS
The members of the class who !Mall ANNOUNCEMENT
'The Ladies Aid of the Cumber- were present were: Jane Bynum
Mr. and Mrs Felix Segui anPresbyterian Church met at Peggy Hutchins. Betty Jean Joyner,
nounce the birth of an eight pound
's me of Mrs. Enisth Browder, Maio
Walker. Rose Parker. Gene son, William Thornton. Tuesday afwith Mrs. D. Fred Worth co-hostess Rose Wygal and Ruth Ferguson.
ternoon.
Nt • lay afternoon.
--E. It Ladd gave the devot- TursnAv NIGHT CLUB
• I sttended to the business
LOCALS
Dr. and Mrs. Conn were hosts to
-ession. Mrs. G. G. Bard dismissed their regular bridge club Tuesday
; e meeting with a prayer.
evening at their home on Carr-st A. C. Roberson of Philadelphia,
During the social hour Mrs. Three tables of players were pres- !'a .
visiting h is parents, M r test
Ader and Mrs. Worth served re• ent es:lading four guests: Mr. and Mrs G I) Roberson Ile tsill le
Mir% I 11,.a., and Millie!
• ; sts t the twelve members Mrs 11 S Willisms and Mr. and Mrs. Sere two sts;eks.
it Suintris ill Hickman.
WW1
res....
M. 13. Cavender. Route 3
R C. Picsering. Ps lit's Were
Si
I.a, been made
treatinest
in
the Mayfield
Is. !Vbs. Williams and V. L. Free- sI
manager 4.f the Fry Shoe Store.'
F:": "HY
!Aid the first of the week.
:ran A party plate was served.
7.11" ClIMMIIIS has gone to
Mrs, N.0111.411 Vi adey and baby
ENJOYED BY K. U.
local
Utiliof
the
employees
join
The
arrived Wednemlay night to
EM A K ERS CLUB
Ms. :old NIrs. Donald Hark, ;
ties enoyed a fish fry at Boyette's MEETING
er husband plaer with the Fill- Pisienits. Ariz . were week
Tuesday
Place at Reelfoot Lake
:he Pa.. sun- Homemakers Club : n Erg Ii s.
sliest. of Mrs. Charles Brants ,.
.r- .t.
Mr. and Mrs Homer Cole of
mot Friday afternson at the home
and John Cavender, an uncle.
Mary
TS; se pis sent v.erc, Miss
id Mrs. C. I. Drysdale on the State Yandalia. 111. and Mr. and Mrs.
rl,ss Elisabeth Cavender spent
slr nad Mrs. Thomas Gold - Lino Mis. E A. Thompson was in 1,1ward Schel! oh Greenville. III.
Sunday in Memphis.
.'.1 x lemati. Mr. and (!.;.ir! • of ftt. meeting in the ab- will be the week end guests of Mr.
J. P. Cavender has Issm elected
Mrs. Waslis Buckley, Charles Bum- sence of the president. Mrs.
Mrs V B. Telford on Edding- president of the Junior Class of
phtses. Bob Ilicklin, Mr. and Mrs. Browder. Mrs. Catherine Thomp- st.
1:StS at Southwestern.
John Brannock. and Miss Rita Wat- son, agent, reported on the district
Misses Mary Louise and Hazel ; Mr and Mrs. J. It.
s!, ard Ft;!' Dsrear. of Podussh. and
and Mrs Richard Mobley Earp of Little Rock. Ark., will ar- ment Sunday in Benton.
Harold Blanks. Miss Katherine Rog- gave a report on Advisory Council rive Saturday mght to spend the!
Mass Elizabeth Ripley and IV
ers and Mr and Mrs. Roscoe Tay- Mrs. Roy Bard presented the social week end here with relatives.
Burge-s of Paducah spent Su,
lor of Hickman.
Miss Dorothy Ann Pearce ar- here.
program. "An Evening in the Home
rived last Friday to spend the
of Nevin."
J E. Fall and Judge Rol'
MISS JONES HOSTESS
The hostess served refreshments summer with her mother, M. spent Monday in Water Valle:.
The Knit-Wit Club met Tuesday to the members nad two visitors. Blanche Pearce. Miss Pearce Ls
Maurice Bailey. student at •
evening at the home of Misr. Bessie Mrs. W. W. Morris and Mrs. Ernest employed with the San Carlo Murray State Teachers Coll.'s.
• Opera Co.
Jones on Bates-st. Games and con- Cardwell.
spent the week end in Fulton.
Mrs. J. V. Freeman spent the
eek end with her sister. Mrs.
!ac Yokley. in Nesbit. Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody Stoker and
:.•rs. Pearl Elliott
of Martin.
.enn.. spent Sunday with Mr. and
sIls. Ely Bynum and Mrs. Ellis.
Mrs. Ida Poe attended the dr.-cos:on service in Clinton Sunday.
Mrs. J. B. Puckett has returned
711 a visit in Mauldin. Mo.
James Royster was in Fulton last
week. He returned to Danville to
accompany his wife and family
here.
John L. Jones, student at Murray State Teachers College spent
the week end with his parents.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jones on Eddings st.
Mrs. Paul McAlister and Mrs. E.
P. Lawrnece of east of town, spent
sveeral days visiting relatives in
Nashville.
Mrs. Jack Edwards and daughter
returned Friday after several days
visit in Memphis.
Mrs. Arch Gore and Miss Margaret Nell Gore, who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Gore
at Long Island. N Y , left there
Sunday for Portland. Maine, where
they will spend a week with Mrs.
Gore's brother. J. R. Smithson.
John Earle spent Friday in St.
Louis on business, and attended
the St. Louis. Boston baseball
game.
Mr and Mrs. Foad Homra and
family. Miss Lola Homra spent
Tuesday in Memphis.
Miss Sara Pickle spent Tuesday
m Murray
Mrs. J C. Davis of Memphis visited the first of the week with Mr.
and Mrs. I M. Jones and family.
Herman Fleming of Norfolk, Va.,
is visiting his cousins, Mrs. Guy
Winters and Mrs. I. M. Jones.
Miss Mary Jane Dixon of San
Antonio. Texas is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Ardel Sams,
Mrs. T. M Franklin and Mrs. J.
s
C. Scruggs drove to French Camp,
Miss., to get Billie Scruggs. where
he has been in school.
Miss Ann Valentine has been
elected to active membership in
Delta Eta Chi, honor science sororI'Sristian College. Columbia,
Valentine is the daughet Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Valentine
sf this city.
Mrs. C. A. Boyd is visiting Mr. and
Mrs R P. Felktier of Dodge City,
Kan.

BARGAIN SALE!
Friday Over Saturday

200 nor Shoes

D

•

Mrs Paul Wei kman was Ill at her
home the early part id the week,
lint is now able to be out
Mis I. A
tipOrlt
. •111,1111. With 11.11111VI,

OTT

SHOP—FULTON

Popular Priced Fashion!

Imo

\ I it

11.'1,71 Its HE

COTTONS
INCLUDING L'AIGLONS
•Checka-Spuns
•
Imported Linens
•Dimities
•Dotted Sluisses
•
Batistes
•
Hanky Lawns
•Spun Rayons
•Poteder Puff .1Iuslins
•
Blistered Seersuckers
•Chiffon Voiles

•Flock Dots

$1.98
$2.98
$3.98

All tubbable of mune ... and beautifully made, dews to the very
last buttonhole . . . the drew, you'll -live to" this summer!
SIZES 11 to 17, 12 to 21, 3$ to SO

SPRING and SUMMER STYLES
00 A

$4

t srvALuEs 195

ALLEN - A HOSE Children's Sport
Oxfords
LADIES SILK
68c I $4.00 Values
$1.00 values - 48c
79c values - -

Children's Anklets
9c
25c values - -

NOW

$195

FRY'S SHOE STORE

220

LAKE STREET

FULTON, KENT!('K)'

This day in time an ideal wife is
the Fulton woman who can govern
her temper as easily as she can govern her husband.

2.99
It's tun to wecr styles
that let your toes plcty
"hide n seek." Here are
the newest Hollywood
versions that add spark.
ling final touches to airy
Summer costumes.

„Name A at..),
414J

i I.:
ildvst
Styled

